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PROLOGUE 
On the 15th of March, 2010, I sent an Op-ed article to the Daily Monitor, in which I shared my thoughts 

on the then raging guild Presidential campaign in Makerere University. Titled; “2011 lessons to learn 

from Makerere guild race”, here is the article again, before I can proceed with the story of the just 

concluded 2011 guild election at the university 

 

“Makerere University has been undertaking campaigns to find a new guild president for a couple of days now, and 

Voting is slated for March 17. Watching the process, there are a lot of lessons to learn from this campaign. 

Campus politics is of course very different from her national counterpart and making a comparison may pass for 

comparing mangoes and potatoes to some pundits. That though is only if you have not paid attention to these 

campaigns, or at least, attended just one rally. In most cases, Makerere politics, and politics on most campuses in 

Uganda, shows mainly what is wrong rather than what is right with Ugandan and African politics in general. Here is 

how; 

On Monday the 15th, I attended one of the rallies at Nsibirwa hall. Of the half a dozen candidates in the race, most 

supporters almost unanimously agree that a certain candidate named Dennis Pato 

is the most impressive of all, if speeches and manifestos were anything to go by in this election. 

However as one of the rally attendees told me on the rally sidelines, “Mr Pato won’t win be cause he has no 

money”! I was surprised by the comment but not shocked, this being Uganda. Why should money be an issue on a 

campus that is looking for a leader of just 30,000 students, a position that is even largely ceremonial? Isn’t it true 

that the trajectory national politics has taken has also permeated the young, innocent and largely well intentioned 

aspiring leaders? 

 

Listening to most of the candidates, it is shocking how devoid of real content some of their pseudo oratory was. 

“The ability of a monkey to jump from one branch of a tree to the other doesn’t make it a baboon”, roared one of 

the candidates to deafening cheers from supporters. “The strength of a woman is not determined by the number of 

men she has slept with, but…” (I forget how he 

ended it). 

Others were not being realistic on what they were going to do or they were just naive. 

In a bid to show the voters that he will always side with them during trouble or major policy changes, one of the 

candidates claimed thus; “If you elect me, that will be the end of government intervention in this university”. How 

could someone running to lead the students’ body forget that Makerere is actually a government university? How 

can he not know that without the annual government grants the university can’t run even for a week?  

But perhaps the most scaring comment came from the last speaker. Alluding to the culture of Nsibirwa Hall 

students who call themselves “statesmen” and military fellows, this candidate said; “I come here to seek your 

support gallant officers and men of the great state, because even in this country, no one can become President 

without the support of the army”! And these are the potential national leaders of tomorrow!  

God help this country, come 2011” 
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The article was not published, but the editor, Henry Ochieng wrote me back the following day, saying; 

“Yes Bernard, the country is in a worrying quandary. Something happened to our young people” 

Denis Pato, as predicted, didn’t win, and actually came among the very last. The race was won by 

Shaban Ssenkubuge, who was sponsored by the Democratic Party, under its youth wing, the Uganda 

Young Democrats (UYD) 

The 2011 Guild election 

A year later, I decided to return to Makerere, to study the elections once again, this time up-close. I had 

a different eye now, of course, having just lost an election my self, in Bufumbira South constituency, 

Kisoro district. I undertook this study, as part of my healing from the shellacking I had suffered, as I 

attempted to get elected as a Member of Parliament. The story of my own experience will be finished 

soon and I will share it too.  

My curiosity to study the Makerere guild race was fuelled in part by the similarities with my experiences 

in rural Kisoro, some of which were astonishing, given the fact that this is a university, and not just any 

university but the best in Uganda, and one of the best in Africa. I had expected the process here to be 

better in all respects. I was wrong. 

This write up is a product of several interviews with students, university officials, students leaders, the 

candidates and other sources that I found relevant to the story. I also attended many of the rallies and 

observed much of the drama myself. 

About Makerere Student politics 

Makerere University is the oldest in Uganda, and one of the best in Africa. It was founded in 1922 as a 

college school by the British. The guild council is what is known as the student government on western 

campuses. The guild president here symbolically wields lots of power even if he or she may not have so 

much of an impact on university policies. 

The university has been a bedrock of political activism and, like in most places around the world, has 

been the hotspot of ideals for change in many spheres of the wider public life. 

National political parties have always fought, sometimes with tragic consequences to control student 

politics here, under the assumption that whoever wins the hearts of the country’s crème de la crème 

holds enviable legitimacy to the bragging rights of political formidability in Uganda. However, The 

University officially discourages and doesn’t recognize political parties. 

"Political parties have caused divisions among students. The guild does not represent the interests of 

students but those of the political parties which they subscribe to," says former Dean of students, John 

Ekudu 

The opposition has always, almost exclusively, won the guild presidency, riding the wave of anti-NRM 

sentiment that is of no short supply here. However, voter apathy is also too much for a university. Barely 
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15% of the student body turn up to the polls for several reasons. Some are focussed exclusively on their 

studies; some do not want to get caught up in the violence that has always characterised the elections 

while others are just not interested. 

This year’s race was, according to those conversant with the politics here, the most boring they have 

ever had. The reasons many advanced is that having just finished a national election, national Political 

parties were not able to fully facilitate their flag bearers, hence most were cash-strapped. Most past 

elections ended in court, in fact The High Court, but this did not, despite the fact that the victor won 

with just a margin of 10 votes. Others however reason that many are loosing interest in the race, seeing 

that it’s not worth the struggle. 

The quality of debate in terms of issues is wanting, and many a candidate is preoccupied with 

sloganeering, hooliganism and noise. Who ever out-sloganeers the other carries the day. The rallies are 

chaotic, and few articulate real university policy issues. 

Voting 

In the past, voting would take place in the Halls of residence. There are 11 halls of residence here, six of 

which are for males, while 3 are for females. Two others halls are at two institutes which are located 

outside the university, one for medical students, and the other for Agriculture. These house just a 

fraction of the 36,000 students here. Hence many of them are “Non-residents” but they are still 

allocated halls in what is termed “Hall of attachment”. This is done so they are well tracked for 

administrative and academic purposes. 

The result has been that since many non-residents barely even go to their halls of attachment, most 

have not been voting. Despite that, The Guild Representative Council (GRC) which is the defacto 

Parliament of students has been accused of not being representative of all students. GRC members have 

been traditionally elected from the halls, with each sending 8.  From GRCs, the president selects 

ministers 

Radical Change 

The university has radically changed all these. From reforming academic faculties, to changing the voting 

procedures, some students see the change as too radical and distortive of the ‘culture’ of the student 

community.  

The university is now operating under a “Collegiate system” whereby most administrative functions 

have been decentralised to individual colleges, with the university main management being the 

coordinative arm, or the central government, politically speaking. What has happened is the equivalent 

of the decentralisation process uganda adopted in the wake of NRM takeover of government. Voting 

was also removed from halls to “Schools” which are under the colleges. Each of the 30 schools therefore 

acted as a polling station where a guild president was chosen. 
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The 5 member electoral commission is elected by the outgoing GRC in a special session. During the 

election, the present president dissolves the cabinet and an interim speaker is elected to be the acting 

guild president in the transitional period. 

All candidates campaign together and each hall of residence hosts one rally with the final one being held 

in the Freedom square, the well kempt open space where graduation ceremonies are held.  

Each hall also has certain norms and cultures, based on its history and other factors, and subjects 

candidates to these cultures when they come to campaign there. Halls also have “solidarities” where 

each Male’s hall is “affiliated” to a female one, for “social purposes”. Because there are more male halls 

than female ones, those left out opt for female private hostels outside the campus for the same reason. 

The university admin however has nothing to do with this. Its solely an initiative of students to cater for 

their social needs 

Halls also elect their leaders after the presidential elections, in a “Local election”. There is the 

Chairperson, and other positions like Interior secretary, Finance secretary, and a council known as the 

SCR, the Senior Common Rooms. 

The Halls of Residence 

There are about 9 of these, namely, Africa Hall (Ladies), CCE Hall (Ladies), Dag Hammarskjold 

(Postgraduate students Hall), Galloway, (College of Health Sciences), Kabanyolo Hall, (Makere University 

Agricultural research institute Kabanyolo - MUARIK), Livingtone Hall (Gentlemen), Lumumba Hall 

(Gentlemen):, Mary Stuart Hall (Ladies), Mitchell Hall (Gentlemen), Nkrumah Hall (Gentlemen), Nsibirwa 

Hall (Gentlemen):, and University Hall (Gentlemen): 

The candidates 

A total of seven candidates participated in this election namely,  

Charles Batte (B.Med 111) ----DP 

Hakim Kawalya (Bsc Laboratory technology 11) ……..CP 

Deogratius Kirya (Bsc. Educ 11)………….Independent 

Musa Mudde Jagwe (BA Development studies 11)………SDP/IPC 

Denis Oneka (B.A Arts; Literature) ---------------------FDC 

Mark Tumusiime……………UFA 

Moris Muhindo (B.A Development studies, 11) …………….NRM 
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Issues 

The main issues in the campaign included, transport means with in the university (boda bodas and taxis 

were banned, so students have to walk from the gate to where they are dropped by a matatu or a boda, 

to wherever they are headed, in the 300-acre university); poor feeding, students loan scheme, delayed 

results, high, unjustified  tuition fees, etc.  

Makerere has however introduced a lot of reforms, in part due to the indictment by Mahmod Mamdan’s 

research on Makerere’s troubles, whose results were published into a book; “Scholars in the 

Marketplace. The dilemmas of Neo-Liberal reform at Makerere University, 1989-2005”. The impact by 

the university’s 40-year old new vice chancellor, Prof. Venasius Baryamureeba however, seems to be 

one of the overriding factors.  

Student leaders however must be seem to be asking for more, and during the campaigns, you would 

think there has never been anything done on the university’s problems. This is of course, is what politics 

is about everywhere 

THE RACE HEATS UP:  RALLY AT NSIBIRWA HALL 
The atmosphere at the “Great Northcorte” (Nsibirwa) hall grounds or “The State” as its crazy occupants 

call it is euphoric. The contestants sit nervously in the valley, separated from their crazy supporters by a 

lope line while on a raised landscape behind them was a crowd of fellow students who have come to 

listen to what they had to say. Some held posters of a few of the contestants, but the more lively army 

of supporters stood directly opposite the contestants’ bench, ululating, making funny, screechy noises, 

hollering, and jumping up and down, either in support of their candidate, or in contempt of one they 

didn’t support or like. 

The ‘culture’ of Makerere Politics 

Next to the contestants’ bench was another table that sat about six young men in flowing white Kanzus 

(Tunics). Atop that table sat a box wrapped in white paper, with words “Chief Elder’s box” prominently 

emblazoned on the front. The tables’ occupants looked at the contestants with great anticipation. 

Behind them was an old Pajero, which had loud speakers atop its items cage, while next to them was 

another table atop of which sat a blue box, with a lone word “CULTURE” written on it.  

Next in the circular arrangement was the last box, and this one sat on a table, in a lone stature, with 

seemingly no one manning it. But a few feet away was a group of perhaps seven guys who were quietly 

watching the box. The last table sat the Electoral commission, two smartly dressed ladies and three 

gentlemen. Each of the boxes had a slit at the mouth, and almost looked like a ballot box 

However, it is this last box was most interesting to me. It was labelled “Arua Park” and in one of its 

corners was a small flag that very much resembled the National flag of Tanzania. However, there were 

also the words; “ONE LOVE” on either side and on top near the flag was a caution in blue ink; “No coins 

allowed; only 5,000, 10,000, 20,000…!” upon asking, I was told this was a box for Rastafarians, hence the 

words; ONE LOVE! 
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In an astonishing turn of events, as each contestant takes the podium; he first greets all the tables’ 

patrons except one that sits the electoral commission. I am later to learn that they are almost 

mandatorily supposed to drop in each of these boxes some money, before they are allowed to speak. 

Having got my two degrees from Makerere, this was not a strange site for me. However, it was after my 

own spell as a parliamentary candidate in Bufumbira south that I realized this is similar to the electoral 

fraud, manipulation and bribery that I witnessed in Bufumbira south constituency in Kisoro district, and 

indeed to the absurdity of voter bribery, manipulation and corruption at the national level. The ‘culture’ 

baloney is in actual sense therefore extortion albeit of a medieval type that should make Makerere 

student leaders ashamed 

Meanwhile, the Master of ceremonies, a lanky, smartly dressed fellow in stripped and spear-nosed 

shoes kept the ceremony as lively as possible. Referring to himself repeatedly as “The PRO” (Public 

relations officer”) of the guild electoral commission, he would repeatedly get hold of the microphone, 

amid rhythmically deafening noise of the sounds from the music system to make a certain 

announcement.  

He was also apparently a local council candidate as councillor in Kawempe division representing Muluka 

11 in the Kawempe Division government, in the local elections that were to take place the following day, 

March 02, 2011 (He won the election). He would therefore occasionally remind the students to turn up 

for the local elections, and to also not forget March 11, the day for guild elections. (Muluka- parish- 11 is 

a parish covering certain parts of Makerere University and they are entitled to representation in the 

area local government. He won the race.) 

ONEKA SPEAKS 

When I arrived at the scene at 05:51PM, on the podium I found there Mr Oneka Denis, a B.A arts second 

year student, a fist time contestant working the crowd. He was clearly struggling, trying to push his soft 

voice through the PA system, amid hollering and ululations from an army of his rivals’ supporters. Mr 

Oneka, of FDC trudged on; 

“My aim is taking the student’s guild back into our Hands” he said amid chants of his rivals’ supporters, 

which seemed to drain out his voice’. A couple of young men and women held his posters high amidst 

the noisy crowd. Even when the PRO occasionally held the mike to chant “Eeh..Listening Oyee…only a 

few echoed “Oyeee”, an apparent indication of acceptance of the call!! 

“In Northcourt, we have a problem of security. At this defining moment of our history, Oneka is the man 

to fix security problem” then he added more of his positions, in a tirade of quotes some of which were 

not connected and whose meaning was not clear to ascertain; 

“It is not the number of times a man sleeps with a woman that makes him great, but the services he 

offers to his people”, he said, adding more lurid ones like “It is not the size of a man’s testicles that 

makes him great….” I was shocked by how these comments threw most of the audience in frenzied 
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laughter, rather than outrage that someone was shouting obscenities that lacked clear connection to 

policies he will introduce as a university guild president. 

And then Oneka’s performance headed for a new low; Plagiarism. Lifting an entire statement from 

Baraka Obama’s victory speech in the night of Novemeber 4, 2008 in Grant Park, Chicago, he thundered, 

flawlessly (Very surprising considering his lack of command of the English language, and his struggling all 

through his earlier rumblings);  

“Our journey is long. Our climb is steep. We may not get there in one year or one term, but Makerere, I 

assure you; we will get there!” Phew! Everyone seemed to be elated by this final line, and I think it’s 

because perhaps few had heard it before, or knew to whom it truly belonged; Another indicator of how 

shallow our students are. Even for the phenomenon that Obamamania became in 2008, few of these 

“Gallant intellectuals” were following! 

Oneka ended on a more relevant note however, even if it was ironic. He castigated the roles of National 

Political parties in the university student politics (never mind that he was a beneficiary of the practice 

himself, for had he not had the FDC banner on his back, its doubtable he would have won the race). 

“There is no NRM Makerere, There is no FDC Makerere, Or DP or UPC Makerere; There is Makerere 

University” he said. Of course I don’t have to remind you that those were the similar words  that pulled 

down a roof of a coliseum in Boston in August 2004, and later  made a ‘skinny kid with a funny name’ 

leader of the free world! (I am hoping you do some reading, reader!) 

Oneka was smart though, at least politically. Most students abhor the involvement of national party 

politics in the affairs of the university and he knew it. He had to be seen as someone above party 

politics, yet he directly profited from it. Many said, after Oneka’s victory, that it is solely for his 

membership of the FDC that he pulled off a win. 

The opposition is very strong here, to the point that NRM, the ruling party has won just one out of the 

last ten guild presidential contests. Oneka had won the FDC primary, and was powerfully endorsed by 

the party university branch leadership in a big announcement, pasted on all notice boards, and copied to 

all Hall inter-party cooperation (IPC) chairpersons and also to IPC secretariat, on Katonga Road in 

downtown Kampala. 

“Gallant Makererians: A journey of a thousand miles begins with one step”, the endorsement 

proclamation began. “…After careful consideration of political events at Muk and national Level, and 

putting into consideration IPC party primaries, in addition to the delegates conference held at the 

guild canteen on Friday Feb 25, I now have the pleasure to officially and authoritatively announce to 

you that our official IPC flag bearer for guild elections 2011/2012 is Mr. Oneka Denis Amere of FDC. 

Yours in service; Kakooza Joseph (Hon) chairman, IPC, Makerere Chapter.” 

Its understandable why this clarity had to be made. In the past, even results from Primaries have ended 

up being contested. In 2006, The FDC national electoral commission chief, Major (rtd) Ruranga ranga 

came to makerere himself to re-conduct the FDC guild presidential primary! 
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The university has tried to ban political parties with limited success. One of the reasons is; “you can’t 

deny students freedom of association”, one of the critics of the ban told me.  

About thirty minutes after Oneka spoke, it was time for the next contestant. The MC, Mr. Patrick 

Mwesigye again reminded the students to vote for him the following day in the Local council elections. 

He then invited Muhindo Moris, the official NRM candidate to address the crowd. 

MORRIS MUHINDO’S TURN 

Mr. Muhindo also began with a cracker; “Eh…makerere Oyeee (x4)”. “Gallant Intellectuals….; the higher 

a baboon climbs a tree, the more it exposes its buttocks!” it didn’t appear to amuse the crowd however. 

I had been wondering why the students were unusually hostile to Muhindo. When I looked at his yellow 

posters, I wondered whether he could be the NRM candidate. Students told me he was even though 

there was no party insignia on his posters. His tormenters surged forward almost breaking the lope line, 

towards the large table that worked as the podium where he stood. 

The taller ones used the advantage of their height to hold the posters so high up towards his face. The 

most prominent of such supporters was one who held a sign that declared, “We want issues, not 

Wolokosso and Hakim has it all”, this was in support to Kawalya Hakim, one of the contestants. 

The most hostile to Muhindo however, were the supporters of Batte Charles, the DP candidate. I now 

understood the beef. Traditionally, the NRM and the DP have been the most vicious competitors of the 

Guild presidential slot at Makerere, and it appears this election is going to be no exception. While at the 

national level it appears to be NRM Vs FDC, its different here because the DP with its youth wing, the 

UYD, is extremely active at mobilization, and its Baganda members, Nkoba za Mbogo, are vicious 

mobilisers. They also sometimes front issues of the kingdom. 

DP has won the most times here since 1960 , bagging the Guild president post at least three times 

during my 6 year tenure at the university alone. However, it appears the FDC candidate also has a 

chance this time around. According to one of the students active in Makerere Politics however, DP’s 

strength here at campus doesn’t translate into national popularity because many are Baganda young 

people, on fire for the kingdom. A good example is Shaban Ssenkubuge, the outgoing guild president 

who was a Nkoba za mbogo member and rode on that popularity to victory. 

Others have used DP opportunistically, to win and later cross to NRM, the critic added. Meaning, they 

pretend to be DP members but in the end are not so by heart. Okware Robert (president in 2008) and 

Suzan Abo (2007 winner) defected to the NRM shortly after they finished their studies. 

Back to the rally, The PRO finally took control of the situation, and Muhindo soldiered on. Because it was 

still chaotic, I couldn’t remember what else he said, apart from the “baboon” deadpan. 
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JAGWE MUSA MUDDE 

Jagwe Musa Mudde was the next contestant to take to the podium. Before he could reach the podium, 

he was ambushed midway by an enthusiastic fan who raced past the rope line and the two mean-

looking policemen that manned the place, whose wildly spotted army fatigues and mean faces didn’t 

seem to scare him. He almost violently grabbed the candidate and put him on his shoulders for a few 

seconds, and he put him back down1. Against the background of the hit song Stamina by local teenage 

heartthrob Edie Kenzo, Jagwe acknowledge the importance of ‘Culture’ in Makerere’s history. 

“A society without culture is like a man without testicles”, he deadpanned, before Bowing  low in front 

of the ‘elders’ table to show respect, and then attempted to proceed to the “culture” table before he 

was accosted by the lobed ‘elders’. There almost was a scuffle, with Mude trying to explain something, 

but the elders would have none of it. They wanted him to drop something in their box, before he could 

be allowed to speak. 

The visibly irked contestant then finally dropped something in the box, then did the rounds through the 

remaining boxes and then took to the podium. What he put in the “elders” box however seemed not to 

have made them happy and the men in Kanzus were still grumbling amongst themselves even as the 

candidate went through the remaining boxes and to the podium 

When Jagwe reached the stage, the first thing he did was to condemn the behaviour of the patrons of 

the boxes. However, he did it subtly, and in very poor English. He began hollering and violently giving 

the traditional shout out to the audience (Eh makerere ..o.o.yeee!) before uttering the words that will no 

doubt make this day one to forget for him. 

“That’s the indicator of the gross incompetence in our academia”, he thundered, the loud PA system 

making his voice sound more authoritative that it naturally is. Hardly had the last word gotten out of his 

mouth than pandemonium broke out around the podium. There was particularly one fellow among his 

attackers who is hard to forget. He had long, plaited hair that I first mistook him for a woman. He had all 

along been sitting at the table that hosted the “Culture” box. He tried to pull the candidate down, his 

efforts being supplemented by some of the lobed men from the elders’ table and the Rastafarians from 

the “Arua Park” box. The PRO and some other EC officials together with the three policemen that 

watched the proceedings tried to restrain the men in vain.  

A representative of the “Arua park” box in the scuffle, a guy in a dirty t-shirt and fashionably torn denim 

jeans was waving a sh2000 note in the candidate’s face, almost forcing him to take it back (apparently 

that’s the money he had put in their box. For some reason Jagwe had not put anything into the elder’s 

box but did the opposite in the other two) 

                                                           

1
 The Role of Stunts at University politics is a powerful one. This is because most of the students and candidates 

themselves know that a guild president can’t do much hence its pointless to try to sway voters with police specifics. 

Doing what voters will remember most therefore, however ridiculous, is the goal of each contestant. This is absurd 

but true. 
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The PRO then took the podium and assured the ‘offended’ parties that Jagwe was going to apologize. 

However, when Jagwe was given the Microphone back, he instead went ahead with his talking points; 

“Makerere is now number 10 and I want to bring it back to number one (he said this in apparent 

reference to the recent international university rankings, which put MUK at number ten in Africa). That 

he went on as if nothing had happened seemed to infuriate his tormentors, the elders, further. They 

come back and swarmed the podium again, this time in bigger numbers, requesting the PRO to get 

Jagwe off the microphone. 

Jagwe then frantically and repeatedly tried to calm them down, so he could apologize, to no avail. Even 

though his few supporters in the hollering crowd kept lifting his posters and signs higher in space for 

clear visibility, not many in the crazy crowd seemed to be taking heed. One of those signs that fought for 

space in the stratosphere with those of his rivals put a spin on his troubles. In shining black ink, the sign 

claimed; OPINION POLL: JAGWE MUSA – 70%! 

The “PRO” then took the microphone again and advised; “ladies and gentlemen, it is mandatory to 

respect elders. If you don’t have something to give, just tell them. They may even help you!” 

It was clear from the audience that most people detested this “elders” and “culture” thing. The chief 

elder, after the Jagwe flap grabbed the microphone and proclaimed that the candidate will never 

campaign again unless he apologizes. The audience booed him fiercely and some among the supporters 

of several candidates cursed at him, as they waved their signs. “agabbi, agabbi” (thieves!, thieves!), they 

shouted. Others went around through the crowd of spectators, weeping (mockingly apparently at the 

turn ‘democracy’ had taken, which added more drama to the event). 

One on one with an ‘elder’ 

The long haired fellow, I later learned, is Roberts Makanda, a third year students of medicine. In a one 

one interview I had with him later, he told me that Jagwe wouldn’t have even spoken. 

“In Nsibirwa, our culture takes on military connotations”, he told me. 

“The elders are long serving members of the SCR who have been in the hall for at least 3 years and 

above. But they are mainly not organized, and they only become active during the elections, where they 

get money from contestants 

Those Boxes are not intended to collect money but to please the gods, Makanda stressed. The practice 

is also intended to make sure the would be presidents show potential and ability to fit in the office, he 

added. “It’s tough being guild president and sometimes one has to touch in his own pockets to run the 

affairs of the guild government. Jagwe shouldn’t have spoken during the Nsibirwa rally because he 

showed a lot of contempt to the elders, yet he exactly knew how things are done. You must be fully 

prepared when you come to the rally” 

Makanda further told me that “Arua Park” is a part of Nsibirwa Hall, where a shade was erected and 

there is a kiosk from where guys drink and smoke and socialize from. It’s a historical place, he said. It 
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was named so because many university workers from Arua used to hangout there. (There is a place of 

the same name in Kampala’s central business district, where many people from Arua do odd jobs). He 

added that it’s wrong to bring politics in the university. “It is supposed to be a contest of leadership, not 

politics. I dread the political party involvement in the university”, he said. Despite the absurdity of his 

assertions, Makanda looked a sober and reasonable fellow in private than the nuisance he had looked at 

the rally. 

KIRYA DEOGRATIUS. 

When this circus died down, the PRO then called on the next candidate to take the podium 

Standing at perhaps 4’7’’, the dark-skinned bespectacled candidate appeared the shortest of the seven. 

At the backdrop of Pastor Ekudu’s award winning hit “Wipolo”, Deogratius Kirya got off the contestants 

bench and began lindy hopping to the tune. He seemed to have loud enough fans to make some noise 

for him too.  

On his official campaign poster, his image is encircled by MUK colours, and his mottos are “Guild with 

use’, and “Unity and effective representation”. Even if Kirya’s performance was wanting too, he seemed 

focused on the University’s kitchen-table issues although he was simplistic and sometimes boring. 

“I request to serve you as a servant, not a political animal”, he declared. Makerere is Africa’s best but we 

have a big problem; “Our IDs are not renewed”, he said, seemingly surprising those that thought he was 

going to mention one of the bigger problems of makerere university. Instead he went ahead to stress his 

point more, saying that for foreigners,  it’s impossible to be given school fees by their parents and 

guardians without presenting valid IDs first! The feebleness of this point was astonishing even to me! 

The second issue he mentioned concerned marks (grades) “getting lost”. “I will direct you where to find 

your marks”, he promised the students, amid deafening noise of disapproval from rivals’ supporters 

The third thing that Kirya mentioned was the issue of difficult transportation for students (from where 

to where, he didn’t specify, but the point was understood). “We have so many buses which are just 

parked there doing nothing and yet we walk everyday…” 

Kirya was struggling with his English and couldn’t speak flawlessly. He was almost stammering, which 

seemed to annoy some members of the audience. They instead kept making noise. At a certain point he 

mentioned the word “People”, perhaps six times and “gallant intellectuals” perhaps ten times, in a bid 

to call them to order. He ended his address promptly, giving way to Tumusiime Mark, who was to be 

the last contestant to speak to this difficult audience. 

TUMUSIIME MARK 

Tumusiime is a resident of Nsibirwa/Northcourt Hall and so he was “at home”. It was clear from the 

reception he got from the audience, which was almost insane. To savour the moment, his first sentence 

was a strange shout out to his fans.  “Home advantage Oyeee!”, he yelled to which the enthusiastic 

supporters yelled back “Oyeee!”. Others endlessly blew vuvuzelas, and whistles. 
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As he approached the elders’ table, all of them, in their gowns stood up in respect, something they had 

not done for any other candidate, which I was later to learn was an extra-ordinary gesture from the 

stubborn elders. Before he could say anything, the chief elder said he wanted to clarify something to the 

public; he got the microphone from him and said that the issue of “respect to elders” is not about 

money, but just a culture of the hall that has been in existence for years. Every hall has its cultures and 

traditions; he reminded the audience who booed him fiercely. He repeated that the tradition of having 

boxes was purely a cultural matter and not about money as many thought. As a result, he said, they 

were not going to accept anything from Tumusiime, even if he was willing to give. 

Everyone saw the gesture for what it was; double standards. They wanted to save the “home guy”. The 

chief elder then declared that Tumusime would win the election on March 11 by 80%, while the other 

votes would be “Invalid”. He therefore warned the rest that they were simply escorting Tumusiime to 

the guild offices. 

Tumusiime, behaving weirdly to the point of a psychopath, it appeared, seemed very interesting even to 

visiting students as they seemed to enjoy him very much. He went to other boxes, dropping what 

seemed to be money in the CULTURE box, while in the “ARUA PARK” box for the Rastafarians, he 

dropped in a sachet of waragi and a packet of sportsman cigarettes. This seemed to amuse the entire 

crowd and he was cheered wildly by the audience. (Tumusiime, is a proud member of the park I was 

later to leran, so he perhaps knew what he was doing) 

After that, the Rastafarians circled him and the box, and they placed their hands on him. Their leader 

grabbed a mic and, requesting the audience to show their man “some Love” also said that Tumusiime’s 

victory was fait accompli already. Tumusiime there after climbed the podium 

“First of all, I don’t want to lie”, he comically said to more applause. He said he had one point to make 

and that regarded the increment of the guild fee from sh1,000 per student to sh10,000 and counselled 

the students not to worry about the increment as, under his administration as the guild president, this 

money would still belong to them. 

Reminding them that they numbered 35,000, he said that would mean the money would amount to 

sh350Million. He promised that of this, sh100M would be used as a “loan fund” to give loans to students 

who are broke or hungry. This received the loudest applause of the evening. 

He ended by saying those who doubt his victory should visit Bududa2, to know how massive it will be. 

The comparison to the 2010 deadly landslide also seemed to amuse the students, who further 

applauded him. 

                                                           

2
 Bududa is an Eastern Uganda district on the slopes of Mt Elgon,  where landslide buried entire villages, leaving 

300 dead and over 1000 missing in 2010 
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Tumusime was the last candidate of the day, and the fifth whose speech I had heard. I came too late for 

the speeches of the other two, Kawalya Hakim ken of CP and Batte Charles of DP. However, I had the 

chance to hear them during the questions session 

QUESTIONS 

The secretary to the Guild Electoral commission then took to the podium, and announced time for 

questions. It was 6:03PM, and he blamed the contestants for coming late and hence the reason the rally 

had ended too late. He asked them to keep time at the next joint rally in Mary Stuart hall. He then 

begun reading questions for each candidate, from the small chits he held in his had. Each candidate was 

to answer only one question. 

1. The first question went to Jagwe Musa Mudde. He was asked to explain his position on the new 

proposal by the government under Yoweri Museveni in his campaigns that he was going to start 

giving student loans. So “The loan scheme” as the questioner put it was the issue. 

As he started answering the question, Jagwe made a big gaffe by mangling the word and calling it 

“school fees scheme”. It appeared not many detected the discrepancy but it wasn’t long before he 

dropped another buffalo, courtesy of his poor English. Some students ridiculed him in Luganda shouting; 

“Oluzzungu…” implying that his English was poor. He was however not bothered and continued to 

answer the question. 

“The issue has remained on paper. We are indeed yearning for it but it has remained on paper (The fact 

of the matter however is that the policy is even not yet on paper. The president just mentioned it on the 

campaign trail and it became a sensation among the students when the chancellor, Prof Mondo 

Kagonyera, as he presided over the 60th graduation ceremony in January slammed it saying it was 

difficult to implement, given the high unemployment rate in the country). Jagwe didn’t dwell further on 

the question but in a sharp sequence of smart oratory, which it was clear, he had crammed like the 

obama line, ended by appealing to the students to vote for him as he is the only one who will “Revamp, 

Rejuvenate, Revise and Revive” Africa’s greatest “academia” Makerere. “I am the only hope”, he 

declared. 

2. The next question went to Hakim Kalwalya. He has a baby face and looks the youngest (and the 

shortest) of all the contestants. On his poster is the insignia of the Conservative Party (CP), the 

party that is reportedly backing him. His party’s logo and symbols are unmistakably Buganda 

skewed: “Land of my birth, I pledge to thee” is the motto, which is counter translated into 

Luganda; “egwanga Lyange, Newayo Gyooli” 

At the national level, this party is barely known outside Kampala, but certainly its flamboyant founder, 

John Ken Lukyamuzi “The man” is. For years Lukyamuzi, who is the newly elected MP from Rubaga South 

has been at the forefront of opposition politics in Uganda, and has been an ardent critic of the Museveni 

regime. He is currently the leader of the Inter-party Co-operation, a loose partnership of major political 

parties in Uganda, which attempted to defeat Museveni in the just concluded parliamentary elections. 
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Kawalya seems intent to be like his political mentor and his party president. On his posters, he 

nicknames himself “The Man Junior” and I was surprised to find that Ken is actually not his name either. 

It is one for his party president that he adopted. On the posters pasted around the university, he further 

sells himself as “The political Babe” 

The second year student of Bio-medical laboratory technology was confronted with a question on how 

different he was going to be; 

“The Guild has always betrayed us the students; how different will you be?” the question went.  In his 

answer however, Kawalya threw in the open an important irony. 

“Our problems begin the day we vote badly”, he said and argued the students to “shun all those 

candidates with Political party connections” 

“Once bitten by a snake, the incident is unfortunate. When it happens the second time, the victim is a 

fool!”, he argued, saying the damage national political party candidates have done is there for all to see. 

He also out did himself in idioms and poems, concluding by saying that “A baboon cannot produce a 

cow” 

3. The third question, the bespectacled secretary to the EC declared, belonged to Mr. Charles 

Batte. The questioner claimed that guild ministers in the past administration who were aligned 

with UYD had began a revolutionary act to bring back bodabodas into the university, but, the 

questioner claimed, were bribed to stop pushing for the measure through a demonstration. 

“How then, will you choose your ministers, the question read, who cannot be compromised?, 

the questioner asked 

Batte, a brown handsome, tall fellow, even if he was short in his answer sounded the most articulate 

and eloquent. He simply said he had nothing to do with the past administration and added he was a 

“dawn of a new era”. He also added his own twang of poetry; 

“I am your political gladiator, pacifier, and tycoon of ideas”, he concluded 

4. The next question went to NRM’s Muhindo Moris. If energy was dying out of this crowd, it 

appeared the return of Muhindo re-galvanized their power, as they yelled again and showed 

opposition to him and his party. Some yelled “Ababbi!, Ababbi!” (Thieves! thieves!”) In apparent 

reference to the NRM 

And to add insult to injury, as the saying goes, His question went; “MUK Politics have been killed by 

national political parties, what you will do to stop that?” 

“I am beyond Party politics”, he declared, and repeated his colleague’s line that “there has never been a 

Makerere for NRM, FDC DP, but a Makerere University. 
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The disdain for NRM shone through though, as he spoke. Some shouted “Sematimba! Sematimba!3 He 

must have suspected foul play in the question, and I guess more hurting, double standards. Most of the 

strong candidates were backed by parties. Why was he the only recipient of the criticism of national 

party presence in MUK politics? Clad in a dark suit with a flag lapel pin on his breastbone, he was mainly 

taunted by Batte’s supporters, which could have shown that these two may have been the front 

runners, even if it is was too early to tell. 

5. The next question went to Kirya Deogratius, and the questioner wanted to know what he 

intended to do about the poor feeding in halls of residences 

“Its true”, Kirya said, and added that he would make good use of the university farm in Kabanyolo other 

than relying on buying food. “Why can’t the university start growing our own food and stop wasting 

money by buying food? He asked back. This was perhaps the best idea of the day for me. 

6. The next question was for Denis Oneka and he was asked what he would do to the controversial 

amended guild constitution if elected guild president. “The future is no longer in our hands with 

the new constitution, he said. “We will pull it down”, he declared. How can the guild fee be 

multiplied tenfold from sh1,000 to 10,000. He was however vague on what he intended to do 

about it. “We will put the guild back into students’ hands”, he simply said. 

7. The last question went to the comical Mark Tumusiime. 

He was asked what he intends to do on the fact that international students pay a higher figure for school 

fees than indigenous ones. 

Tumushime attacked the question in his usual comical way. “I have many Kenyan friends who are always 

complaining”, he began, to raucous laughter. He later however became more serious and said the act 

amounts to exploitation of foreign students, and reminded all that Ugandans may also need their 

neighbours sooner than they think.  

“We may have a problem here and we run there, my friends. This is a chaotic country”, he said, to more 

laughter. In actual sense, Tumusiime did not answer the question, but was perhaps the most impressive, 

if the students physical reaction is anything to go by. 

The PRO then thanked all who had attended, and announced that the next rally would be held at Mary 

Stuart hall grounds, and argued the students to come in “billions’. He further warned them that he had 

heard that some of the goons that had disrupted the mayoral polls were also planning to come to 

disrupt the local council elections. “Don’t come to Makerere. We will simply beat you”, he said to 

laughter 

                                                           

3
 Peter Sematimba was the NRM candidate in the Kampala Mayoral race. He lost the election to independent Elias 

Lukwago in a rerun that followed a botched first round, which was cancelled after suspected members of the NRM 

were caught ballot stuffing. Many accused Sematimba of complicity in the act though he denied involvement 
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Before he could dismiss the students however, he said he had a special guest, an LC3 contestant for 

Muluka 4 in the elections that were slated for the next day. The youthful contestant, a one Mr 

Kangave… took the podium and declared that he was giving the students three bulls for roasting; one to 

Nsibirwa hall, the other to Mitchell, and the other to Nkrumah. These three halls form Muluka 4. 

Even if some in the audience clapped, some were sceptical and were saying he was promising ‘last 

minute air’ to win votes. The PRO however announced that there was going to be bull roasting in those 

particular halls that night. 

The culture Minister closed with the Hall anthem; 

“Oo Lord you know 

I am a bachelor boy 

Summer holiday 

My Lollipop” 

Being “bachelor boys”, I am to later learn, means they are not attached to any female hall of residence 

or hostel and by “summer holiday” they mean they can, at anytime, for their special status raid any 

female residence and get any girls they want. 

Some contestants left in style, some in Open roof vehicles,  others obscurely 

After the rally at Nsibirwa Hall, I sought the views of some of the supporters and spectators 

Supporters’ Take 

I interviewed a few supporters of different candidates after the session. 

One young woman, who had joined kids doing laka laka dance in an Oneka procession and a supporter 

of the candidate said she was supporting him because a northerner also should be guild president, as 

Baganda had dominated. Another young man who waved Oneka’s posters and looked too excited said 

he is just supporting him because he was the FDC candidate, a party he said he totally believed in. 

The young woman added that she was tired of “Puppets like Shaban”, and needed a northerner, who 

she said are ‘people of integrity’. She too was northerner. The kids kept doing the laka laka dance, as 

their candidate stood atop the spacious open-roof omnibus that was his ride. The car’s body was pasted 

with his, and Kizza Besigye’s posters, almost merged together 

The other supporter I interviewed was a fan of Muhindo. He said even if he was not a NRM fan, he 

supported Muhindo because he was “very competent as an individual”, and added that he had a good 

manifesto. 
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Tribalism in Makerere is another issue that has been debated for years. There are tribal “associations” of 

all kinds at makerere, and they are under the guise of preserving student’s individual cultural identities. 

However, they subconsciously foster the trouble that tribalism has become in all spheres of the Uganda 

society. There organisations like (I will begin with my own) “Makerere University Bafumbira students 

association”, “Nkoba za Mbogo” (Baganda), “Abasoga Nsete” (Basoga), Langi, Abakiga twena, etc! This 

ought to stop. 

RALLY AT MARY STUART 
The atmosphere was raucous, even if student strolled into the box grounds slowly. Many of the 

occupants of the hall, the “Ladies’ or the “Boxers” as they are fondly called preferred to watch the 

proceedings from their room galleries, others from “the tower” windows, openings in their dome-

shaped architectural wonder called a hall. Mary Stuart is just spectacular. It’s one of the halls that are 

shadows of their past glory, but the greatness of her designer remains. Wonderful!  

The girls made ululations and noises for their favourite candidates, and sang and danced to popular local 

hits like stamina, by Eddie Kwnzo, Kani by Wilson Bugembe, etc. the speaker of the day encouraged, and 

almost begged them to come down to the grounds but most stayed up there. However, enough came 

down to fill the quadrangle. Other students from out of the hall came enmasse, and filled the staircase 

to the Mary Stuart road 

At 4:15, the guild speaker began the function, welcoming all to the great Gongomes Empire, the great 

Box. And talking of boxes, there were plenty of them. I mean the culture boxes. The ladies sat around 

one table, in red gowns; I was made to understand these were the SCR members of the hall, and were 

led by the culture minister, who would have easily been mistaken to be mentally disturbed due to the 

excitement she exhibited. 

There were three boxes, one labelled the “elders box”, the one for “Gongomes” and the third was 

simply labelled, “Culture”. A table was also put in front of the podium, and two ladies brought the 

Gongomesi statue, dressed in a new gomesi and put her in her right place at the table.  Her two carriers, 

after fixing her to the table bowed low before her. Aside from the circular sitting arrangement, two 

young men roasted sausages on two sigiris. 

The Culture minister then took the microphone, and all hell broke loose. “Ladies and gentlemen; we 

have come to listen to our future leaders. Do they have stamina, potential? Are they small or big?, she 

repeatedly asked, the students clearly getting grasp of the allusion, then laughing 

The PRO then got the microphone from her, and officially began the ceremony 
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Before the rally  

As early as 3pm, I had casually passed by the venue and two young men were hanging Morris muhindo’s 

posters in the space above the tiny quadrangle. I later went to Lumumba for a scheduled interview with 

contestant Denis Oneka, of the FDC. I found him in a quiet conversation with Bernard Luyiga, the IPC 

candidate for LCV councilor, Makerere University. Luyiga seemed the defacto ADC to Oneka, and oneka 

seemed suspicious when I told him I was a journalist. He let Luyiga give me his own number, and he took 

mine too. I was to call Luyiga later, to confirm an appointment with Oneka. 

I then returned to Mary Stuart, where the rally was beginning to form, at 4:15. The stage had been set, 

the roasters of sausages, the two teenagers were already busy. Smoke from their sigiris filled the arena. 

Curious students were gathering atop the slope to the hall, while most boxers were still watching from 

their windows, from the tower and from the balconies. The music was blazing like crazy. 

The hall speaker kept calling on the girls upstairs to come down to the rally 

The culture minister of the hall took hold of the microphone again and this time, one would surely 

mistake her for someone mad, but I guess she was trying to be funny. The voluptuous, big bummed dark 

girl was profane most of the time, making racy statements on private parts of the men and women. 

“Hey girls”, she called out to her colleagues in the hall; “Come and hear from your leaders. Are they 

small, big…?” The students just laughed at her. 

Mwesige Patrick, the PRO took the stage again, reminding the audience once again that the EC was 

ready to deliver the freest election ever. He further reminded them of voting day as being March 11, and 

the changed criteria, whereby voting was now going to take place at schools and not halls as had been 

the norm before. 

He also said he had been asked by the Gender Mainstreaming Division to request the Ladies to join the 

races for the GRCs  enmasse, since they are not represented at all in the presidential race. 

Meanwhile its 4.30PM, for a rally that was supposed to start at 3.  PRO Mwesigye warned the 

candidates to appear in 2 minutes, lest he begins to fine them.  

As usual, Mudde Musa Jagwe is the first one to arrive. The short contestant came quietly and entered 

the arena, passed behind the P.A machines and where I was seated. He was announced as the first 

contestant to arrive and ladies, on seeing him laughed, apparently at his height. He arrived at 4.31pm. 

Again the hall speaker held the microphone and called on the girls upstairs to come down. They seemed 

to be enjoying it from above however 

. “You are beautiful, and hot and spiced”, she sweet talked them but it appeared as though they hadn’t 

heard .The atmosphere now was completely raucous, with the audience seemingly enjoying the local 

music that blazed through the PA system. The DJ played a Bagisu cultural song, and many danced paka 

chin with many girls shaking violently in ecstasy 
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Morris muhindo was the next to arrive, and he did arrive amid pomp and glamour albeit but with no 

convoy of cars this time. He arrived at 4.35pm, amid Lukonzho dancing fans who made deafening noise 

recognizing his arrival. He was followed by Kirya Deogratius and Hakim Kawalya both of whom arrived at 

4.38pm. Kawalya, who arrived in an open roof blue Ipsum was carried shoulder high to the high table, 

no chance to even step on the ground. The huge, dark male fan carried him around the border of the 

rope line, showing him off to the supporters, some of whom jeered at him. 

Most contestants were jovial, but Jagwe was mostly gloomy. I wondered why 

LC Contestant Takes Chance: The hall speaker got on the mike again, and invited Hope Tushabe, the LCV 

woman councilor contestant for Makerere University to greet the students. She had to first seek the 

blessing of the elders table and she did, by dropping some money in the three boxes at the elders table. 

The culture minister placed hands on her and sang; “akatwaro, akatwaro” (meaning, ten thousand! ten 

thousand!). 

The noise and the confusion caused by the racous atmosphere, seemed too much for the brown, middle 

aged lady. “Dear Gallantors…your mum is here. I am a mother in box. Come in big numbers on voting 

day and vote me, thanks for voting”, she muttered, before leaving the podium. In her attempt to be hip 

like the crazy students, she failed, and her English was poor. 

The PRO then invited the culture minister to lead the audience in the Mary Stuart national anthem, and 

the crazy lady came on stage once again. “Ladies, you know where to touch and guys you know where 

the things are”, she said. “If you can’t stand this arrangement, get out of here”, she ordered. The ladies 

indeed placed their right hands on their breasts, while the men put their hands on their groin area. 

Others however were too embarrassed to follow the order and just looked on. She then sang the 

anthem, which is a slightly abridged version of the anthem of Buganda kingdom 

“Twesimye nnyo, Twesimye nnyo;  olwa Lumbox yaffe; Ekitibwa kya Lumbox kyava dda, Naffe tukikuume 

nga..” 

“Nayimba ntya nesitenda, sabasajja Gongom, asana afuge akasozi koona,...” 

There was deafening noise after the anthem, and so the rally officially began, sort of. At 4:49PM, Batte 

Charles arrived quietly. Kirya’s supporters were the noisiest here. The EC provided the candidates each 

with a bottle of mineral water, and the chairman, Musangala Simon peter was then invited to officially 

open the rally. 

“This is yet another point in time where you choose who will take Makerere to another level. The EC as a 

partner in this process assures you transparency, accountability and fairness in the whole process” he 

declared 

He also reminded the audience of key things; that there was a new constitution, which became effective 

20th January 2011 and argued supporters top let each contestant speak, reminding the rowdy opponents 

that each of their man has just 5 minutes to make an impression. 
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KAWALYA HAKIM:  

He was the first on the podium, to the sound of stamina. He strolled in dance towards the elders table, 
placing a 5000 note in each of the three boxes on the table. 
 
The small physical stature of Mr. Kawalya and its incoherence with his deep voice seemed to amuse the 

audience. “The political baai..be”, he shouted out his slogan, a favorite especially  to female students. 

“Gallant Makererians, our problems begin the day we vote”, he said, opening with his favorite line. “I am 

not going to start from the impossible but the possible. The university collects a lot of funds but the 

condition of the university is appalling. It’s because we elect leaders who don’t care. Hakim is the leader. 

When EAC was formed, we forgot all about education and instead focused on goods and money. I will 

change this. The journey we have started is not for the faint hearted but we shall get there. We shall get 

there! We shall get there! We shall get there!” 

Funny Posters:  

Many students carried funny signs which they continually waved in the face of their opponents as they 

made noise, and also to the audience. One of the signs listed many scandals that have rocked the NRM 

government over the years and a big arrow fixed them to huge initials, N.R.M. “Global fund, Temangalo, 

NSSF, NIC”. This was a swipe to the NRM candidate, Mr. Morris Muhindo. 

 Against the FDC, Kirya’s supporters held signs like, “FDC, try LC 1, in apparent reference to the recent 

national elections in which the party flag bearer was vanquished. “Vote wisely. Don’t make a mistake”, 

other signs read. 

In the middle of Kawalya’s speech, Denis Oneka arrived; at 5:17pm. He was cautioned by the electoral 

commission. I realized it could have been Oneka’s strategy to come to the rally late, as his rowdy 

supporters shifted all the attention to him, as he entered in style. At all the rallies, Oneka had always 

been the last to arrive 

KIRYA DEOGRATIUS  

He was the second candidate to speak and he ascended the podium at 5:21PM. He blamed most of 

Makerere’s problems on a breakdown in communication, saying information flow on campus is poor and 

rudimentary. “How do you use manila papers and notice boards as a way of communicating?” 

Kirya said its absurd yet the university has a whole faculty of ICT. Kirya struggled to speak, and it appears 

the raucousness of the situation was too much for the soft spoken 24 year old. As if to acknowledge his 

lack of oratorical gifts, he said, “Its not eloquence that we need but ability to take action”. However, 

noise from his supporters, it appears, helped him. They waved signs that read “IPC: international 

student’s confusers”. “FDC, Jeema; we are sorry”, to tout the beauty of his independence brand. Kirya 

was the only truly independent candidate in the race, who wasn’t even affiliated to any political party. 
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In the deafening noise, the PRO took the podium and warned the supporters to be quiet lest he takes 

action. He didn’t take any in the end, but occasionally summoned some of the candidates from their 

seats to come and hold the peace with their supporters. Two of them tried but they couldn’t get them 

quiet either. 

3. Muhindo Morris 

He took the podium after Kirya, and pandemonium broke. Rival supporters chanted; “Sematimba!, 

Sematimba!”, “ baabi!, Baabi!” (Thives! Thievs!). Muhindo could barely speak. In the fracas, during the 

confrontation between Muhindo’s supporters and his opponents’, one man was left with a bloody nose. 

Musanagala took the podium and announced the absurdity to all, and the crowed calmed down a bit. 

The police took the two students who had fought on the sidelines of the rally to sort out the problem. 

Morris went ahead with his speech and opened with a line; “It is at Lumbox, that I am reminded of the 

decency of Makerere” He then went into his monologues of how the ability of a monkey to climb trees 

doesn’t make it a baboon, but he punctuated the slogans with some policy issues, even if some were not 

Cleary explained.  

He claimed that the NHCE had brought a policy of paying sh20,000 per student, which, according to him 

was not acceptable. “The strength of a woman is not detected by the size of his trousers, but the look of 

his wife in the morning”, he deadpanned! (imagine the ‘out-of-placeness’ of the joke when compared 

with the point he is making!) 

As he said this, he is taunted by his opponents “Vaayo, Vaayo”( come down!), apparently because he 

had used up his time. However, he wasn’t done yet. “The higher a baboon climbs a tree, the more it 

exposes its buttocks”, he said, then thanked his supporters and came down. 

4. Jagwe Musa 

Jagwe was the next to speak. Jagwe seemed nervous at this rally, even if I had learned over the few days 

that it’s his nature to be silent. He raced to the culture table, and haphazardly put in some money in 

each of the box, in a hustle as the gowned ladies insisted on first checking how much he was putting in 

the boxes. As he left the table towards the podium, the ladies bundled together, as if to compare notes. 

Then in “mourning style” they held three 1000k notes that Jagwe had apparently put in the boxes, and 

went around, mocking him waving the notes to the crowd who didn’t seem to care 

In the midst of this provocation, Jagwe went on with his speech, introducing himself as the “son of the 

soil, son of a peasant”. He repeated his themes on “The school fees scheme”, which he claimed had 

remained on paper but nothing had been done. 

As the girls reception grew more hostile, Jagwe tried to appease them, fondly calling them “Ladies”. He 

further said; “Even if you have no TV but have a lady, you are fine; Even if you are poor but you have a 

lady, that’s enough”. Nobody seemed to care but he went on; 
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“Vote for me because I am intelligent, a political demagogue. I know I am preaching to the converted. 

Thank you…” 

The PRO took the Microphone from him and informed the audience that they should take student 

leadership seriously as they can cross from being student leader to national leadership, like he had done 

by being elected councilor LC3 for Muluka 1V” 

5.Battte Charles 

This was the most eloquent of the entire candidate. Batte was at his best again, when he ascended the 

table at 5:50PM. Even if he faced hostility, mainly from all the opponents, he soldiered on. The crowed 

waved several signs in his face one of which claimed; “Batte. Deported from Norway. Sorry”. He went on 

with his business, as if he did not see the signs. He was welcomed warmly at the culture desk on his way 

to the podium,  

“Ba…, Baaa, ttee”, he shouted his favorite slogan, and the crowd roared back. The ladies especially loved 

him. His baritone voice, it seems, was a plus. Batte spoke, with eye contact to the crowd, and he was as 

usual articulate. 

“Hey Ladies; let me greet you in Latin; Sinorita. We’ve come a long way and finally we have got a person 

of integrity. The guild is finally going to be relevant to the student. We lack innovation here. I am going 

to bring a culture of academic exhibition…”  Batte mainly repeated his usual themes and stuck to the 

message. He concluded with the crowd’ favorite slogan’; Ba,, Baa…tteeeeeh”, to laughter. 

As he spoke, Celina Nebanda, a former minister of social affairs in the past guild cabinet and a ‘boxer’ 

came and was announced as the new woman MP from Butaleja. She said a few words to the crowd 

At exactly 6pm, FDC’s Oneka Denis was invited to speak. Being from Lumumba, he was given a special 

treatment by the girls, and the Lumbox anthem was sang again. 

6.Oneka Denis 

As usual, Oneka was a bit fluid this time but was too soft spoken to be audible. It was clear among the 

taunters that they hated Oneka. When he said “try FDC, you will not regret”, there was pandemonium 

and grabbing of signs from rival supporters. 

“Ladies and gentle men, I am an ugly man dating a beautiful woman”, he said amid the noise. The 

university guild has always taken us for granted. Imagine increasing guild fees from sh1000 to 10000!” 

The fellows with signs taunting FDC raised them even higher, “Try LC1”, some of the signs read. 

“Vaayo!” , others chanted 

However, it appeared Mr. Oneka had not appeased the culture table, and the minister refused to shake 

his hand, the girls seemed pleased with the hostility he was getting. Kirya Deogratius was called to calm 

his supporters who were the most rowdy and he obliged, even if they didn’t keep quiet. 

The last contestant, Tumusiime Mark didn’t turn up and the PRO announced the fact to the crowd 
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The EC general secretary took the microphone, and read questions to the contestants.  

 

QUESTIONS 

The first question was directed at Kawalya Hakim. The student wanted to know why Kawalya was simply 

mentioning the problems of Makerere, with out a clear plan of how he would solve them. 

In answering the question, Kawalya became clearer on his themes. He said on the internship fee, he will 

liaise with the admin to scrap it, and if he fails he will petition the PAC of Nandala Mafabi. He called the 

increment fraud. He said NRM corruption had killed Makerere, then slipped back into his “we will get 

there” mantra. 

The second question went to Batte Charles. He was asked; “what have you done before to show us that 

you are capable”. I suspected this could have been a supporter of Batte who wanted him to tout his 

international brand again. He did so. Very eloquently. Attaché of the University of Norway at MUK, 

former deputy health minister, promoted students exchange programs abroad, and so on 

Question number three went to Moris Muhindo. Amid cries of abaabi!, he was asked how he intended 

to turn around the pathetic state of Lumumba hall. “Our choice”, he cried. “Our destiny”, his followers 

roared back. 

“We pay development fee and that is the money for repairs and innovations. the money is there and we 

shall request for it”, he said.  

The other question was for Oneka, and it also must have been a plant. “It is most evident that you are 

the most eloquent and handsome of the contestants. Can you promise that you will not be part of the 

moral decay that has in the past characterized the guild? 

This was a funny question. Well, Oneka was clearly one of the most handsome, but eloquent? That’s 

perhaps debatable. But he was a member of a popular party and that’s the reason most said they were 

routing for him. Anyway, he answered the question, seemingly flattered 

“I am a person of integrity. I will not serve any party and the guild will once again belong to the 

students”. Once again Oneka seemed oblivious of the accusation of his intertwinement with party 

politics and even when the question wasn’t about that, he sought to assure haters of parties in MUK 

politics. Smart, I thought. 

Jagwe Mudde Musa was asked what his take was on the issue of Tuition fees. He repeated his stance on 

“The school fees scheme” remaining on paper but not implemented. He begged the questioner and 

voters to trust him as that is the key. “Trust is like virginity. You lose it once, and you never regain it”, he 

mused. 
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Kirya Deo was asked what he would do on the delay in release of students’ results. He said the college 

system, even if very new, may help this. He will empower student faculty committees to ‘demand what 

belongs to us’. 

The rally was closed at 6:30 pm by EC chairman, Mr Musangala. 

As usual, I conducted a snap poll among the students who had attended. I would just ask a simple 

question. “If this was the last rally and elections were held just now, who would you vote for?” 

It was clear; I discovered that the battle was between Oneka and Batte. For Oneka, this was home, 

because he is from Lumuba Hall, which shares its solidarity with Mary Stuart, so positive reviews of him 

were not surprising here. Many credited Batte however, with “explaining issues”. Looks were also an 

issu. For example, Vero, 24, a female student, said Oneka is handsome. 23 year old Peter, a third year 

student of BCom however argued; “NRM has messed up pour country, UYD our university. I will vote 

FDC this time”. A girl who declined to identify herself said of Batte; “He is charismatic and is 

‘presentable’ if asked to represent us somewhere” 

MITCHEL HALL, 4TH MARCH 2011 
I arrived at the Rat land at approx. 4:33pm. Music was blazing, a group of about ten guys were drinking 

malwa from a pot with bent straws, and some were putting on red gowns. When music promptly 

stopped due to a mechanical fault, they cursed. They kept making strange noises which kept the 

atmosphere lively. The young man that operated the music system was scared dead when one of the 

malwa drinking guys came over to find out why the PA had stopped working. The fault was with the 

laptop that relayed the music into the speakers, and he offered his own 

These culture guys bullied women that passed by with sexist slurs, embarrassing them with funny songs. 

The giant rat sculpture in an imagined red gown painted over its body loomed large over the guys with 

its imposing slab body. On one of the rat’s ears was a flag with the image of Muhndo Moris, one of the 

candidates. One of the guys had a Kizza Besigye t-shirt on, while at the back of the t-shirt of the other 

guy were the words; “proud criminologist” 

The students took long to gather, but the PRO came and called out to all the students to come out of 

their rooms and attend the rally. He began with slogans praising Mitchel hall and its proud history. “The 

capital city”, “Gallant Rats”, he called out. Soon officials began taking their seats, and some supporters 

began to arrive. The elders sat on a long bench in the far corner of the quadrangle, with flowing white 

robes. a small basket with a table-cloth covering it sat atop the table. Opposite them was the “culture” 

table, with the malwa group manning it, and their own box 

The PRO kept calling on students to come but it appeared they were in no hurry. Occasionally, he could 

argue all the students to vote in big numbers come March 11. “In the past, just one thousand out of 

36,000 students have been voting. It’s a shame. You guys must take hold of your destiny here. This time 

round, tell your boyfriends and girlfriends top come and vote. It’s a serious matter”, he said. 
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The students began filling the well kempt grounds, with the old but majestic round walls of Michel hall 

looking down on them in apparent admiration. Musangala and his fellow EC commissioners had taken 

their place at the high table and the atmosphere was finally festive, as it had been in other rallies. 

Supporters of Muhindo, who resides in this hall were busy distributing fliers, flags and other materials 

bearing his image. One of them was drinking a sachet of waragi as he waved the picture of his candidate 

and shouted slogans of support.. 

Contestants arrive 

Batte was the first contestant to come in, and he entered with a swarm of supporters, most of them 

gorgeous young women. He was smartly dressed in a dark suit, and a green neck tie, his Democratic 

Party colors. He went round the square, personally greeting each of the people seated on the cement 

pavement surrounding the quadrangle, taking some minutes to talk to each one of them, a key trait of 

his. He must have shook hundreds of hands that day.  

Jagwe Musa came in second, and he was alone again, emerging from one of the rooms  

The PRO kept reminding students to be careful with the decision they make, as it will fundamentally 

affect their lives on campus. Meanwhile instead of speaking from the grounds, the PRO climbed atop the 

dining hall shade, and addressed the students from up there. It was a funny move, but the rally became 

spectacular, with the candidates also climbing up to the now probably 5metre podium. It resembled the 

way the Pope addresses the faithful inside st Peters basilica at the Vatican, only the crowd here was 

smaller 

The candidate would go through the rituals at the ground, then handed a microphone would disappear 

in a tunnel and emerge atop the roof of the kitchen shade. The audience would have to raise their heads 

to look at the contestants 

At exactly 5:30 PM, the general secretary, Mr. Mutebi opened the rally on behalf of the Chairman of the 

electoral commission, who was absent. He first invited the chairman of Mitchell hall, to give a word 

The chairman, a slim-figured young man in a grey suit began by inviting the culture minister to lead the 

audience in the singing of the hall anthem.  He came with his team to the front and led the group in the 

anthem; which seemed to be known by just a handful 

“On the cross to defend Mitchell hall, we promise to unite…” 

They sang with a one finger pointed to the sky. 

“Complex, Complex, Complex…solidarity4…” they sang 

 

                                                           

4
 Mitchell residents are in solidarity with the girls of CCE, fondly referred to as “complex” 
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Elders; Again! 

The elders, in white kanzus and dark suits led by the chief elder were also summoned by the chairman to 

stand at the front with him as he addressed the crowd. 

“The chief elder, Deputy chief elder, chief mobiliser, deputy mobiliser, general secretary, treasurer, and 

the PRO, ladies and gentlemen. The capital city is not happy because the candidates have made this 

campaign dull compared to the past campaigns. Some of the candidates don’t even have their posters 

visible here to day. Now that’s unseriousness. However, on behalf of the capital, I welcome you all and 

wish you a happy time here” 

FDC supporters fight rivals 

After the chairman opened, the candidates picked their speaking slots by raffle draw. As usual, 

candidate Oneka arrived at the rally last, and caused commotion here. A 3-meter poster of Kiiza Besigye 

was carried shoulder higher, fastened together with Oneka’s own posters. Students carried it deep into 

the crowd, clearly obstructing some of the spectators from seeing what was going on in front. Oneka’s 

opponents vented their wrath on the poster 

Moris had also entered with his rowdy supporters, who made such deafening noise that it was 

impossible for anyone to audibly address the crowd. The EC attempted to quite them, with out success. 

The PRO then called the candidates and asked each to command his l supporters to be quite but they 

also failed. Most of Oneka’s opponents wanted Kiiza Besigye’s poster out of the venue, and vowed there 

would be no peace until it was so. 

Oneka’s supporters however vowed that no body was going to touch the poster, saying it was their 

freedom to carry it. About six muscular supporters in IPC/FDC t-shirts ring-fenced the poster, causing 

pandemonium as they fought rivals who attempted to snatch it from their hands 

Partisan MC 

The PRO, Cleary looked partisan when he went to the podium and proclaimed; “The rally wont begin 

unless “Non-guild Posters” are taken away”. About a dozen police officers were engaged in a scuffle 

with IPC/FDC diehards, as they attempted to snatch the poster from their hands. The Makerere OC 

station was called in too. The seemingly young officer with three stars engaged Musangala in a fierce 

argument, cautioning him that as EC chair, he must order the removal of the poster, lest he wont allow 

the rally to proceed. Musangala tried to explain that such orders don’t work with students, pleading 

with the officer  to  “take things slowly” 

Musangala also scolded the PRO, Mwesigye Patrick, his junior, for trying to be bossy with students, 

ordering the removal of the poster, yet of all people he should have known that that’s not how you 

handle students of Makerere with their ego and pride. The PRO would have none of that and insisted he 

will not let the rally start unless the poster was removed. 
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The Guards of the poster and the scuffle they were engaged in with the police and rival supporters was 

getting out of hand, with blows flying. About six video cameras surfaced, some of the TV stations down 

town were apparently alerted. The police finally prevailed, dragging the now torn poster into the TV 

room next, locking it inside. 

Musangala exhibited a masterly of his knowledge of Makerere issues. After the fracas, he took to the 

podium and castigated all “intellectuals” for fighting, yet “we are one”. Then he sloganeered, for a few 

minutes after which a peaceful and jovial mood returned. He was applauded by the audience for 

reigning over the fracas. The chaos lasted 20minutes 

Morris speaks  

The candidate invited to speak first was Muhindo, yet initially it was Oneka. As he went through the 

cultural rituals, he was rifted shoulder-high at the cultural box, and he himself led the crowd again in the 

Hall anthem. He then was ‘prayed’ for by the elders, and went up the roof to address the crowd. 

As usual Muhindo was the smartest today, dressed in an expensive-looking dark suit, with a neatly 

pinned Uganda flag lapel on the breast 

He began with his popular line of there being “no Makerere for NRM or FDC, but makerere university”. 

He then reiterated his themes on Faculty allowance, on boda bodas, and internship allowance, and nded 

with his usual slogans, throwing in a few new ones.  

“The moment you see a lizard running into fire, know that what is chasing it is hotter than fire”. “Yee 

Ssebo”, his supporters roared 

“The Igbo of Nigeria have a saying that ‘The higher a baboon climbs a tree, the more it exposes its 

buttocks’” 

Oneka  

At 6:25PM, it was Oneka’s turn, and he was welcomed with the usual hostility of his opponents, which 

he now seemed to be used to”. One of the signs held by rival supporters read, “Oneka, Pliz, we are tired 

of you. You are poor like Okware”. Oneka was delayed at the elders’ table, engulfed in a quite argument 

with the lobed men. He was giving them little money, apparently. He was however later released, and 

he quickly ran to the roof 

“I am the political vanguard in this race”, he proclaimed, before straying into analogies praising the 

residents of Mitchell. “Rats are the cleverest of all animals on ‘yearth”, he mused, in his northern twang. 

“It’s no wonder that you, residents of the Rat land are true intellectuals. We want to take makerere back 

into our hands”. 

He reiterated that the increase in guild fee from sh1000 to 10k was unrealistic. “I asuwa (assure) you 

that I will deal with this mercilessly”, he said, again in his northern twang. 
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“They have been promising heaven on earth but delivering nothing. I have come as a savior. I am the 

political vuvuzela, the political bulldozer. Vote me…” 

Deo Kirya: 

 Kirya Deo then went to the podium. Before that the elders grumbled ordering him to add more money 

into the basket. After complying, they went on with their blessing; 

“May the spirit of Mayombo, Kazini, Ayume be with you. Go and win”, they said, roundly placing their 

hands on him. 

One of the supporters of Kirya was very interesting. He wore a dark t-shirt with the words “black ninjas” 

printed across the back, was dark and worked Kirya’s supporters at the lopeline like crazy. 

Kirya said the destiny of makerere is not in the hands of the political animals but a student leader and 

servant and he was the one. “Your problems are my problems. We lack Security. We are all great, but 

they are dividing us. We will put back makerere where it belongs. We shall solve everything disturbing 

us…” 

TUMUSIIME MARK 

THE funniest candidate came with a white hen and sh5000 to the elders and he elicited thunderous 

laughter and applause in the audience. The culture table however hesitated for a while, before it forced 

him to pull out more money 

“I want makerere to vote issues not wolokosso”, he authoritatively declared. From the sh350million 

from the guild money, I will set up a sh100million fund as loans for all needy students and anyone in 

need of taking his girlfriend out will have access to the money. If you are hungry, you will come and get 

some” 

“There is also sh100,000 we pay to repair these buses which are always parked here, but  nothing is 

done to them yet transport here is a problem. I will deploy the buses to transport you to your faculty 

and if need be will petition parliament” 

We are flooding like Kawempe yet we are the Harvard of Uganda” the draining systems on campus are 

poor… 

Tumusiime was again the favorite of independents on the sidelines and apathetic guys who say he is the 

most sincere, and is politically incorrect. 

Kawalya Hakim: 

 At 6:51PM, he went on the podium. The sh5000 he put in the basket was rejected by the elders, until he 

added sh5000 more and was finally blessed. 
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“I have only two words”, he said, even if he said much more. One, living out allowances hasn’t been paid 

up to now and as a result some of the students are being thrown out of their houses in Kikoni 

On bodabodas, he said he will tender people to do transport inside the university 

“We’ve chosen hope over fear; he went on, finishing his time and almost fought with the PRO for the 

microphone 

JAGWE MUSA MUDDE 

 For giving them little money, Jagwe was not blessed by the elders and was ridiculed at the culture table 

“Hope will come back to makerere if you elect Jagwe Musa”, he said when he took on the mic. There are 

many problems here like transport. Library fees, internship fees, etc. no jobs for finalists, they are 

worried now, we have a hypocrite National government, and a puppet guild government both of which 

must come to an end. For 88 years, we’ve been great but we are slowly sliding back. Vote me to stop 

this”. 

BATTE Charles:  

He slid a ten thousand shilling note down into the elder’s basket, was briefly delayed as they pleaded 

with him to add on but was soon ‘blessed’ after he stuck to his guns. 

He again exhibited cool demeanor, with a calm style; “The true essence of a leader is not in the number 

of policies he makes, but how much he actually accomplishes.” He began. He added that  for three 

years, he had been working for Makerere students and again mentioned his Norwegian and German 

exploits. 

Instant opinion poll 

The after rally poll I conducted however, seemed to show once again that he has yet to get UYD demons 

exorcised out of him. A student who preferred anonymity told me “I would vote for him but his problem 

is one; UYD has messed up this campus, we can’t trust another person with it”. 19 year old timothy, will 

vote for Oneka, not because he is any good but because “I love the party”. Another guy told me he 

would chose between Moriss and “the political Babe”. “It seems they can deliver”, he said, one of the 

very few voices mentioning the lesser known Kawalya. 

 

NKRUMAH:   3rd May/2011 
Named after the Pan-africanist Dr Kwame Nkrumah, the hall is full of nostalgia for the great nationalist. 

His sculture sits at the entrance, the Osagyefo gallantly seated as a king, in imaginary flowing African 

robes. AT 4:53PM, people haven’t started coming. Chairman Musangala is seated alone, and the culture 

guys are seated on the adjacent table, with two boxes; 
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“Osagyefo” and “Nkru-View5”. The osagyefo box has the writing, “Five figures please. Xxxxx” 

The Music is blazing like crazy, but students don’t seem to be eager to come. A young  rapper, also a first 

year student is given the opportunity to entertain the crowd which is scattered over the big Hall play 

ground like shrubs in the savannah. The rapper meanwhile puts up an impressive performance. After the 

candidates begin to address the audience 

. 

SEEKING INDEPENDENT VIEWS 
I reached the guild electoral commission office, at 10am on 2nd May, finding there Bafaki Abel, the 

finance secretary to the commission 

The office is red carpeted, with a flat screen computer and a rolling chair. The perhaps 6’1’’ Bafaki 

informed me that the chairman of the commission, Mr. Musangala was not present, but he could be 

telling me a few things about the commission’s as I waited, that was if I didn’t mind. I was grateful, I told 

him. 

He first said the current campaigns are boring, and he attributed this to the fact that they have been 

overshadowed by the presidential and parliamentary elections which had just ended. As a result, even 

the candidates sponsored by parties are bloke, because “if you go to Kyadondo road or Najanankumbi, 

you won’t get anything as the parties are themselves block” (He was referring to the headquarters of 

NRM and FDC respectively) 

He says as a result, the students are going to get what they never bargained for; a guild president they 

choose, not one chosen by lots of money that has been poured in the race in the past by national 

political parties. It’s now going to be about mobilization and better articulation of issues, he added. 

There are seven aspirants and Bafaki pointed out that as the commission they do not recognize any 

political party. He however added that all the same have no legal mandate to stop candidates from 

being affiliated to national political parties. “That’s up to the candidates”, he said. The commission 

doesn’t print party symbols on the ballot papers, just a candidate’s image and the program he or she is 

doing. 

Bafaki emphasized that the EC wants to increase voter turn up in these elections since voting is now 

going to take place in Schools and not in halls of residences as was earlier done. There will be 30 polling 

stations and he added the EC was chosen by the GRC. He also says they are intent on reducing violence 

in these elections, citing the fact the two Kenyan students were short dead last year. He said the EC is 

very independent and the winner will be announced immediately after the counting of votes 

                                                           

5
 Mitchell Hall is in solidarity with the girls of Mulago View hostel, a female hostel in the suburbs surrounding the 

university. 
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The EC is legally given only the first 50 days of the semester to organize the election and added they 

can’t afford any delays. By 21st march, they must have moved on, because that’s the date that the EC 

mandate ends 

The new constitution 

Under this new document, there is going to be one GRC for 300 students and one for the extra half (150) 

from every school, 2 GRCs will be elected. Many students apparently have misunderstood the concept 

of the new constitution and they are complaining. 

Musangala Simon Peter 

THE 5’7’ Musangala, dark-skinned and sharp, intelligent and articulate, is the new electoral commission 

chief. He is a former presidential candidate himself. A fourth year student of Law, Musangala is 

unbelievably intelligent.  

He has been a member of the GRC since his second year and knows everything about Makerere student 

politics. He lost his first GRC run in his first year, and settled for second position. However, he won on 

the second attempt in second year 

Musangala came third in the guild elections of 2009. “I was independent and yet got such a huge 

number of votes. I settled on issues because they have no colour”, he argues, in apparent reference to 

the several party colours embedded on candidates’ posters. “Security lights, bad university roads; these 

things have no party” he emphasizes 

To stress his independence, Musangala says he stood on his principles and refused to join the coalition 

government that the eventual winner, Shaban Senkubuge formed. The other presidential candidates 

joined the government; namely, Tayebwa Oterran of FDC as the General Secretary (Prime Minister), 

Kamau Simon as minister for international affairs while Enap Denis became guild speaker.  

“It was a marriage of convenience”, Musangala said, as most of the guys started resigning shortly 

thereafter. Oterran resigned shortly, and the rest remained but were disgruntled 

Chairman Electoral Commission 

“As chair of the commission, I have been consistent with my work. The GRCs trusted me and as a result, 

my opponent got just 3 votes. I have got a name and I can’t trade it for anything. This is going to be the 

fairest and most independent commission ever, he firmly stressed. I govern by principle and there is 

nothing that’s going to change that”, he argued. 

“The EC doesn’t care about political parties even if we don’t have powers to deny candidates affiliation 

to them”. 
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How Powerful Is A Guild President? 

“He is damn powerful”, Musangala told me. He sits on the powerful university council, which is the top 

decision making organ of the university and he is entitled to a vote. He can oppose a policy or law he 

deems draconian to the students and is greatly respected by the university leaders. Musangala gave me 

examples of decisive measures former presidents have taken that have greatly affected university policy 

Geral Karuhanga, a famous FDC guild president in 2007 opposed the university policy of increasing 

retake fees from sh6000 per failed paper, to sh200,000 and the university dropped the idea 

He said the problem with many presidents is that they are weak and don’t know the scale of the 

mandate the office gives them and they only get entrapped into the symbolic prestige the office gives 

them. “They forget why they were elected”, he lamented 

The other example he gave of how decisive the guild powers can be is when the Minister of health in the 

outgoing administration put the university management to account, over the university hospital. Each 

students pays sh10,000 in the fees lot purposely for the hospital, but students would go there and don’t 

get any thing. The health minister issued an ultimatum to the university to act or else students would 

take measures into their own hands 

The university in turn issued circulars and releases on all notice boards giving an update on the hospital, 

and showing the medical equipments and drugs they had procured for the students. “As I speak, if you 

went to the hospital now, there are drugs of all kinds” 

As Musangala spoke to me, he was on the phone with the university administrator. “Madame there is 

no money even now for today’s rally. We have been borrowing money and we are now tired. We can’t 

proceed”, he later cautioned me not to write the details of the conversation, but told me the EC has a 

challenge with funding because the university management is not releasing fully what is due to them. 

 

On ‘Culture’ Boxes 

I raised the issue of the boxes for culture, etc where the contestants are being charged money before 

addressing rallies at different halls of residences, and asked Musangala whether this is not exhortation, 

and therefore an ethical issue in the campaigns that the EC is supposed to be concerned about. 

“It’s very hard to crush a norm overnight”, he told me. We can’t stop that. What we say is, let the 

contestants put in anything that they can afford. He says the organizers at a hall where the rally will take 

place determine how many boxes to put, and says there is no order or regulation to the meaning of the 

boxes or what is written on them. “For example, there was no ARUA PARK at Nsibirwa last year”, he 

stressed. “It’s unfortunate of course”, he admitted 

I asked Musangala about his personal views on other hot button issues that the students are asking on 

rallies 
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On Bodabodas 

He claimed that the transport issue is a big thing in the university, as students have to be dropped at the 

gate and they walk for Kilometres into their halls or schools. After the July 11, 2009 bombings in 

Kampala, the university took precautionary measures to guard against a possible terrorist attack on the 

university. However, this has made the life of students hard as they have to walk for long distances. It 

has also made life hard for boda boda cyclists, who made a killing stationing their bikes into different 

strategic spots in the campus, to take students from school to school, or from hall to class etc. and this 

was an opening for unscrupulous guild politicians to politicize and even make money from the gridlock. 

Musangala told me that the Minister for campus affairs then, Mr. Walter Walusimbi summoned all Boda 

Boda riders operating inside the university to a meeting at Bativa gardens. He allegedly got sh 10,000 

from each of them, purpotedly to get them uniforms for proper identification by the university. Of 

course he cheated them, as they got no uniforms and were still kicked out of the university by the 

administration. Mr Walusimbi however vehemently denies this, saying he was framed 

Musangala said if the issue of kicking the bada bodas from the university had been fiercely resisted, the 

university would have abandoned it. He says bodas were not a real threat to security, even though he 

says stopping taxis (Matatus) at the gate makes more security sense. He said for his case while he was 

still a GRC, they stopped the privatization of halls of residence. He is irked by the fact that nobody has 

forced the administration to station the many grounded faculty buses at the gates to shuttle the 

students around when the taxis drop them at the gate. “For the mean time, this can be a solution”. He 

claimed 

The vice chancellor however says this was a security measure which should be embraced by students for 

their own good 

 Feeding 

I asked him whether the idea by one of the guild candidates that he would make use of Kabanyolo to 

grow food was a workable idea and he said it was a resounding Yes. He said the land is about 200ha and 

there are over 100 fresian cows, which can improve the students’ breakfast. As an agricultural research 

institute, he said, it would be more used of to improve student’s welfare. 

“There is no more fish and milk in the halls” he declared, while his colleague Bafaki added that for 

supper, it is beans that are served throughout the year. The university administration had planned to 

privatize halls of residence partly to solve the problem of poor feeding. The student leaders at the time 

however, fiercely resisted the proposal 

Loan scheme 

The proposal was that government scraps the government scheme because, it was reasoned, it was not 

helping poor students, as only the rich who would afford to take their children to good schools would 

end up being the beneficiaries. The issue was tabled before parliament and it has stalled there. 
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The loan scheme would be better, it was argued, since it would be taken by those who wanted it, and 

shunned by those who didn’t want it, i.e. those who have their own money. But I challenged Musangala 

that this being Uganda, everyone would want to have a piece of this “Entandikwa’ since repayment 

wasn’t guaranteed. He agreed 

“These issues can be best articulated by a candidate who is independent mined, not one burdened by 

influences of a national political party. One far beyond parties”, he added. 

On Circus around Rallies 

He said they have taken measures as the EC but students simply don’t want to listen. He said he had 

wanted to ban vuvuzelas and whistles but it became quite impossible to do so as that would have been 

construed to mean denying fans of candidates the right to show support to their candidates. “We want 

each of the candidates to be heard but they rarely get chance due to the chaotic atmosphere caused by 

the noise from supporters”, he lamented 

On New Constitution 

Musangala said some students are resisting it because they think it is intended to reduce their role in 

decision making. In so doing, they think, the university administration will diminish their influence, 

culture in the halls, so it always has its way, especially on the controversial privatization of halls, which 

the university has not got off the table completely. 

In the new constitution also, there are several controversial issues. 

There will be one GRC for 300 students and then half of those, 2 representatives from each school, 

which will favor colleagues with most schools but fewer students. Makerere has adopted college 

system, and abandoned the faculty system. For example, the colleague of health sciences, which 

perhaps has the lowest number of students of all the colleagues, and the least activist and politically 

savvy students will have a whopping 8 GRCs, courtesy of its four schools (School of medicine, school of 

public health, school of environmental health, etc) while Law will get just two, yet this is the 

constituency with the most politically active students, activist and advocates, with deep interests in the 

goings on in the administration, and human rights 

The dean of students, in a February 9 letter to the guild speaker, dismissed critics of the new 

constitution, saying just a few things had been changed for the better running of student affairs. He 

added that all stakeholders were fully consulted and were proponents of the changes. The new 

constitution replaced the 1990 one. 

Guild Fee 

It was increased from sh1,000 to 10,000 but only students coming in august are going to pay. Even then 

he says the role of leaders is to fight for the future generation and as a result, the leadership should 

have fought the measure. However, it was ironically proposed by the GRC last year, to help the guild 

have more money 
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He said “The Karuhangas)6 fought the retake fee and the privatization of halls when I was in secondary 

school, now I am here, enjoying their sweat…” 

 

MEETING CANDIDATES ONE ON ONE 

 

CHARLES BATTE 

After every rally, I made it a point to follow up at least one of the candidates for a one on one interview 

The light-skinned, smartly dressed 23 year old was one of the sharpest guys I have seen in a long time. 

He spoke flawlessly, and had his stand on issues well laid out. He became a GRC in first year in which he 

was also appointed the deputy minister of health in the Shaban administration. 

Currently, Batte is the official DP flag bearer after he beat three other challengers in the primary. He said 

political parties just give candidate capacity to be organized, but he otherwise said he is independent 

and will govern independently if he goes through. 

Batte’s manifesto is simply hinged on a few principles, one of which is innovativeness. He said past 

leaders haven’t been very creative in their governance and he intends to change that. 

“I want to make student leadership relevant to the students”, he stresses. One of the things he intends 

to do once elected is to conduct an academic exhibition, to spurn the usual accusation that today’s 

studies are so theoretical. He intends to call employers of all sorts to come and see for themselves. He 

also says such exhibitions will foster research in all schools to boost ratings, which mainly consider 

publications 

He also says he will take advantage of the current college system, where the exhibition will encourage 

competition between the different colleges with new innovations. The best innovative idea, he says will 

be rewarded by the guild government. 

Transport 

Batte said the UYD fought banning of the bodas and even held a press conference to that effect even if 

the effort came to nothing. He said his plan for transport nightmare is to have a transport company 

given a tender to run shuttles through campus, with students paying a small fee to that effect. The idea 

will work thus; a taxi or any public vehicle brings the students at the main gate, then the internal 

shuttles take over 

                                                           

6
 Gerald Karuhanga was the FDC guild president in 2006 who is famous for fighting running battles with university 

and government over controversial university policies. He is also famous for having threatened to challenge the first 

lady in the Ruhanma Parliamentary contest of 2006. He is currently the newly elected Western region Youth MP, 

after defeating NRMs Dr Agrey Kyobuguzi by only four votes 
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Culture 

He says culture is supposed to unite people and said the people who solicit for money at rallies in boxes, 

sometimes take it too far. It shouldn’t be a business, he said. 

The Office 

Batte said the guild president wields so much power but most of them have no idea how to use it. It’s all 

about creativity, he said. He added that the constitution allows the guild president to use the students 

as a tool of power and effect changes in the administration.  

He also promised to encourage students to use affidavits, petitions, etc through his office to 

communicate their concerns to the administration 

Guild Constitution 

He said those criticizing it haven’t read it, as it is just a few things that have just been changed, that is; 

reduced representation of halls of residences, which he said he doesn’t agree with. It is a ploy to reduce 

students’ influence, he says. 

The other issue is the increased guild fee, which he says is too high. If the university wanted to find more 

money for the guild, he says, it would have got it by reducing or removing some ridiculous items in the 

fees structure. He for example says that the undergraduate gown is charged sh16,000, and says it can be 

reduced by 5,000 as that thing is even useless 

University hospital 

He says the biggest problem with this is lack of proper accountability. He says as other bodies, the 

university should become accountable to its clients, the students, by releasing financial statements 

every semester or year regarding how they used each itemed money in the fees structure, to remove 

biases and suspicions 

Retake  

He says if he is elected, indicating initials RTK on transcripts will be history. “The ideal of a retake is to 

help the student re-understand the failed subject and concept. If he or she passes the paper the next 

time, there is therefore no need to indicate RTK since the obvious has happed; the fact that the student 

has now understood.  

Internship Fee 

He says this should be streamlined and its dynamics fully explained to the students. Which courses 

should pay, which ones shouldn’t. What happens when the student is going to internship? Does the 

university payback the money to him or her? By the way, what is its use? He asked Other students also 

question this sh 100,000 per semester; 
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What other say on the internship and other fees. 

Julius Mutabazi, a third year law student told me the university is not clear on the fees; 

There are many questions around the fee in whose custody is it during the three or four years of study? 

Why not pay it only in final year, he said.  “We are being fleeced but there is no voice to defend us. 

Intimidation is a tool the university uses often”, he charged 

Other controversial fees include Development and technology fees, at sh100,000 and 50,000 annually 

respectively. When these fees were introduced in 2008, the university defended the decision saying it 

had the right to do so. The Makerere University council said then that it was entitled to increase or 

decrease any fees pertaining to students without giving due explanation or revealing it to students. 

The Deputy Chairperson of the MUK council, Christine Kiganda told Members of Parliament on the Social 

Services committee last year that complaints raised by some students that the university was unjustly 

increasing fees without their knowledge was baseless. This was after students under the organisation 

Makerere University Concerned Students Association (Mucosa) had petitioned the committee 

Linking University with Possible Employers 

Batte says he hopes to introduce and idea of a database for all companies, schools and all employers, 

have information on each of them and link this information with the students, advise them on where to 

go for internship so they can have information on each of the possible employers or internship 

placements out there. 

The guild will have a memorandum of understanding with the companies, advertise for them top talent 

while they in turn give an assurance of considering their students for employment and internship 

placements. 

Legacy 

Batte says he will very much care about the legacy of his reign and hence will govern faithfully and with 

great integrity. “It would haunt me if I abused the office like some have done”, he stressed. When I am 

gone, they must say, he was good. 

Batte is the representative of the Norwegian university of science and Technology in Makerere and was 

recently there, where he attended a conference there in Frondheim. He was also in Germany last year, 

at Geoeg-August University, Goettingen, Germany, for similar causes; possible student exchange 

programs 

TUMUSIIME MARK 

I also approached Tumusiime on the bench he had assumed where he sat with other contestants, and as 

introductions dragged on, struck a conversation. He is a robust speaker and loud voiced but I struggled 

to hear him against the background of the loud PA system. I first asked him about the seriousness of his 

100m loan fund, or whether it was a joke to excite the students. But he told me he was dead serious 

http://www.ugpulse.com/search.asp?ugaSrch=Parliament
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On “loan fund for students’ lunch: “These guys (guild president and his ministers) just concoct events 

and endless seminars in which they swindle guild money”, he asserted. “From their root they have 

endless travels abroad, buy land and cars. No single guild president has ever left the guild in a state in 

which it was not broke”, he said. Students get nothing from all this, so at least they can go home with 

that little help, he said of his proposal 

I asked him how he intends to recover the money he lends out. “We shall be retaining the borrower’s ID 

card until he or she can pay back. Without it remember he can’t sit exams. But we could make little 

compromises through discussion, especially for the very poor” he said 

He also asserted that students pay sh100,000 to repair faculty buses but they are roting away on the 

grounds where they are forever parked. These are the buses he said he wants to deploy to do campus 

taxi service. He said he was ready to petition PAC and university admin. “Let the buses drop students at 

zero shillings because everything is covered. 

On new guild constitution: He dismissed the new constitution as “bad” 

Transport: On the transport problems in campus, he claimed that terrorists “have always been in 

Uganda” but that doesn’t mean life should come to a halt 

I then asked him why he didn’t show up for the rally at Mary Stuart hall. He had apparently gone to the 

UFA headquarters to meet officials there, and he said he was “almost” about to become the flag bearer 

and they are soon going to give him money for posters which he said are soon going to arrive. “Lack of 

posters is greatly affecting me”, he sobbed 

“All those you see following up NRM and FDC are all my supporters but they had to stump for those guys 

to eat some money but in the end they are mine and they tell me so. They are just waiting for my 

posters and immediately they come, they are the ones they will carry.  

He then showed me a “book of supporters” with “Name, contact, issues” columns. He first consulted 

students before running and had to listen to their issues first, he claimed 

On culture: Tumusiime told me that for him culture is symbolic and because he has no money, he takes 

symbols, what he thinks students will like. Some of the items are suggested by his supporters after 

which he looks for and buys them. However, some students hate that and so At DAG and CCE, he was 

almost stopped from addressing the audience. 

I also asked him about the FDC chaos at Mitchell. He simply said the FDC guys wanted to attract 

attention to themselves. 

He further said that Students are not fairly represented by the University council. Only the President and 

his or her deputy who he said can easily be compromised and bribed. 
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MORRIS MUHINDO 

I caught up with NRM’s Muhindo a day after the polls and I had to interview him, after him eluding me 

for days during the campaign. So I had chance to get detailed answers on a host of the issues he was 

articulating on the campaign. 

I met him accidentally, as he chatted with students, who were voting for the Schools GRCs. He was 

dressed in a brand new army green jacket, and matching panty trousers. He bristled with energy, and 

even if he was hesitant first, talked to me with surprising eloquence and knowledge of issues. 

“I conceded defeat and I fully agree with the results. I have no regrets, I gave it my all. We are in a cause. 

We are in a cause, and I believe that people believed in me. All those supporters and their energy, how 

can I forget them? My slogan on the post meant that Right choice equals to right destiny. 

On NRM and students’ hostility to his party 

He first hesitated to answer when I asked him whether it was true he was the NRM candidate. He said 

he was, after a monologue of how Makerere was not a multiparty dispensation university, no party 

symbol on my campaign literature, etc. however; we are aligned to parties as a mobilization tool 

People were hostile to me, saying I was same as Sematimba, so I was attached to thuggery. I doubt 

whether those were students. In politics, people, goons may be paid to come to disturb you as a 

diversionary tool but you should never pay attention to them. You just carry on. 

Serve Oneka? 

“I am not running for GRC, yet the new university constitution says you can’t be appointed minister if 

you are not an elected GRC but Oneka is my friend and I will be an adviser if called upon. We must leave 

this university better than we found it”, he said 

Culture 

It’s extortion, He said angrily. It’s village politics. Where does that money go? As an intelligentsia, we 

must not be doing such a thing. 

On the future 

I am running for Kasese municipality in 2016, I believe I have cemented my roots 

On Noisy, chaotic rallies 

“In future, they should remove rallies and instead do debates. Did you attend the debate [in Main hall, 

telecast on TV]? I think you saw that in a calm environment, a person has chance to shine. Not on rallies. 

Give chance to each candidate to articulate their polices, not this wolokosso of rallies, with hooligans 

from Katanga”, he said 
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College system 

It’s good and bad. It has somehow increased representation to non residence because previously, all the 

8 GRCs would come from the halls. Yet 80% of students do not sleep in the halls of residence. Student 

leadership is all about advocacy, and yet these students had no one to speak for them. But on the 

flipside, it’s too breaking for the candidates to canvass for votes 

On transport 

All losers will meet the winner soon to help him on how to go about it. The security reason that was 

given was null and void. Terrorists can strike anytime because there are many openings if they were 

interested. There are many small unmanned gates into the university 

“We need a university taxi service like it is in Harvard” Asked how he knew about that, whether he’s 

been to Harvard, he said he researched well before running for the presidency. 

On the power of a guild president 

There is no guild president who can make a fundamental and `structural change in this university. The 

university makes 5-10 year plans, how can a president change that? There are only two students at the 

university council. They should increase the students’ slots, and give them veto powers; otherwise they 

can barely win an argument there in the current status 

So why run if you can’t change much? 

Some run for pride, others to make some history. Genuinely, they all know they can’t change much 

 

KIRYA DEOGRATIUS 

Before I met Mr. Muhindo, I had also interviewed Kiirya Deogratius; 

I met the bespectacled and soft spoken Kiirya at the School of Education. He was happy to see me, and 

he ushered me into the science lab, where we sat for the interview. I set off with the issue of culture 

Culture: “In a cultural sense, it is ok but it is being abused. You have to show financial muscle 

apparently, by contributing to those boxes to show that indeed you are able. It’s absurd” 

It’s the likes of NRM flag bearers who can afford but for us we can’t. At Mitchell for example, I put in 5k 

which was refused until I put it another 5k and they blessed me 

I was the fourth with 13% of the vote and I am grateful to all the supporters. Education guys came in 

forth and that’s the solidarity you would see on rallies, disrupting the opponents. He blamed the noise 

on the youth factor, and said limiting it is crucial. He hastened to add however that noise gives glamour 

top the campaigns and it shouldn’t be done away with 
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On ICT, Eloquence: I asked Kirya to clarify his point on Communication. “Use ICT, sms, not manila 

papers. There is the ICT ministry in guild, and also the ICT College 

I asked him what he meant when he seemed to downplay the role of eloquence; “Eloquence is not an 

issue, it blinds ones weaknesses on policy” 

On the power of the guild president: Kiirya said he can be influential only if he knows who he 

represents in the first place; the student 

On National political parties involvement: They affect the performance of the elected president by 

bringing their influence over his governing. Stump them out. That’s why I was just an independent”. He 

however said that students affiliated to parties had an edge over him because the party has structures 

even at campus. He said if the national parties interfere in the university affairs, that’s the only reason to 

stop them 

On the result: I am satisfied with the outcome. The EC did a fine job. No violence, I am not complaining. 

Asked whether he has  ambitions to vie for a national level positioning the future: We teachers are 

transformers of society so I will keep up my activism. If appointed to the new guild, I will accept because 

I have Makerere at heart, he argued. 

 

KAWALYA HAKIM 

As I waited for the rally at Nkrumah to begin, I had the opportunity to talk one on one with Kawalya 

Hakim, “the political baibe”. The 20 year old BBLT year 11 student was surprisingly, very eloquent 

He first pounced on his opponents. 

“History guides the future. This university has had three DP guild presidents over the last few 

consecutive years, but it is in a mess. Its betrayal and they should be held accountable”. He also touted 

his leadership qualities. I have been a leader over the years. I was national chairman of the disciplinary 

committee for the Uganda Secondary School Prefects association (USSPA), and I am the current 

president of BBLT students association 

To be declared the CP flag bearer, he beat three other contestants, in the primary that was organized by 

the CP Makerere Chapter. Before that he was the general secretary of the Party University branch. 

Asked whether the CP has given him support in the guild election, he said yes but added that financially, 

the opposition is very poor in Uganda, “We are not as rich as NRM”, he mused 

Kawalya told me that he is proud of CP because of its ideologies, like federalism and human rights. Of 

federalism, he gave an example that even Makerere has now federalized, from faculty to college system, 

in the new guild constitution, propelled by the massive university reforms that have taken place.. 
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On Culture: He says even if culture in halls is ok, there is an element of extortion by these elders and so 

forth. He had paid sh10,000 in Mitchell which was refused until he added sh5000 more to be allowed to 

speak. 

On transport problems in Makerere University, Kawalya says that while the security reason is ok, the 

disruption it caused wasn’t. “There were alternatives”, he said. Terrorists attacked our country, but the 

country didn’t stop to move! 

He then gave himself 78%, when I asked him how he thought he would do at the polls on March 11 

 

THE LAST STRETCH 
The rallies continued the next day to Africa Hall on 7th March. Thereafter the rally was held at Lumumba, 

follwed by Living Stone on March 9th. The last rally was held at the freedom square, on March 10th. By 9 

O’clock on March 11, voting had began at most schools. Contestants were very busy even on that day, 

some occasionally showing up at the polling stations 

At a few minutes past 7:PM, The EC held a press conference to announce the results. Denis Oneka had 

won the race with 1,990, followed by Batte who scored 1,980. Muhindo Moris of NRM was the third 

with 1,230, while the Independent Kirya got 899. Kawalya Hakim of CP scored 467, Tumusiime Mark got 

92 votes, while Jagwe of IPC/SDP was the last, with 78. 

All the candidates told me they agreed with the results. I was most surprised by Batte’s concession, as I 

had highly anticipated he would petition. He said the election was free and fair, and that he was just 

unlucky. Only 6,000 voted, a slight increment from last year’s 5,000 but still a small part of the 

36,000strong University. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

I didn’t succeed in having a one on one with the other two candidates, Jagwe Musa and the eventual 

winner Oneka. The latter kept switching on and off our appointments, telling me he was very busy. I 

called Jagwe on phone and he told me he didn’t have much to tell me, except that the poll was marred 

by ‘tribalism.’ I had no chance to ask him to elaborate. 

Two weeks after the poll, Oneka outed a communiqué, thanking his supporters. Written in hard English 

and on a huge A2 size paper, it was splashed on all notice boards across the university. Even after 

winning, Oneka seemed to not have realised that many of the words he had used had belonged to 

others: 
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“Gallant members of the intellectual cosmos. The cream de-la cream (instead of crème de la crème) of 

intellectualism, the wisest, creamest and brightest men and women of virtue… 

If there is anyone who doubts that in Makerere everything is possible, NOW is your answer (BARACK 

OBAMA’S FIRST LINE IN HIS VICTORY SPEECH IN GRANT PARK, CHICAGO ON NOV 4, 2008). Thank you 

for your votes… 

To the administration, my doors are open to dialogue and I would advise that any policy you want to 

pass should always be presented at my table first so that I can consult the students on how to go about 

it. (STILL ONE OF OBAMA’S LINES IN THE SAME SPEECH) 

Do not mistake my soft approach to weakness. Lets work together… 

For long, many guild presidents have promised greatness but delivered cowardice… 

What started as a small political whisper in room B3-12 in Lumumba Hall has turned out to be victory 

drums being heard and sounded across the political bridge of Makerere. From Lumumba to Livingstone, 

from University Hall to Mary Stuart…..(OBAMA’S SAME VICTORY SPEECH) 

To my opponents, congratulations upon finishing the race. 

To the EC, thanks for organizing a free and fair election…” 

Shameless Plagiarism 

Oneka’s address makes me ashamed as a politician myself. I would rather have someone who is not 

eloquent but has originality. Authenticity, a friend once told me, is ‘sexy’.  What disturbed me as an 

analyst of the 2011 guild race was absurd lack of creativity and originality in the ideas presented in their 

manifestos. Most went to Harvard website to read about transport within the campus, visited Oxford 

website and read about their feeding, etc. it is such ideas that they would copy and relay to students to 

be voted, naively ignoring the total difference in context and culture. But the most most absurd one was 

failure to come up with their own words: 

  If I was to subject even these last words of Oneka’s to a surgical analysis; over 90 percent of them are 

not his. They are excerpts from famous speeches and sayings. This is plagiarism, an amateurish if not 

criminal behaviour. “If you bet your campaign for presidency solely on words”, Hillary Clinton said of 

Barack Obama’s soaring rhetoric in the 2008 US democratic primary, “those words must be yours”. This 

was after the immensely gifted Senator Obama had lifted just one line from an earlier speech from a 

friend of his. It is simply an unaccepted behaviour in a democracy, much less desired in a university 

where students come purposely to learn. 

 Even as a plagiarist, Oneka focuses on one speech, meaning he has not read a great deal of them in case 

he may fool you that he is a reader. 
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If he was to do this on a campus in an elite country where people read, he wouldn’t have got away with 

it. But it’s possible that either none of his cheering audience members knew he was cheating or if some 

did, they didn’t care, a troubling prospect in its own right.  

I will say I am sorry to almost exclusively focus on Oneka but the simple reason is that he emerged the 

winner. 

Throughout this report, you will realise that it’s not Oneka alone who was a culprit. Many of his 

contemporaries seldom uttered something of their own creativity.  This is disturbing for an institution of 

higher learning. Students can barely come up with anything of their own. Though I don’t teach at Mak, I 

am sure this is the same problem with the quality of arguments in course works and examinations for 

many of our students. This makes me really ashamed that this is happening to the school that made me 

who I am. This is criminal in other countries and brings down politicians and career academicians. The 

university MUST do something about this. Regard plagiarism with the seriousness and contempt it 

deserves 

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS 
 

From personally listening to the candidates in one on one interviews, I realised that a number of them 

sounded more articulate and thoughtful when I talked to them in private, compared to their 

performances on rallies. Most told me that on the rally, they are allowed just 5 minutes to address their 

supporters and the chaos is too much and I entirely agree. My recommendations would be as follows, if 

the guild and university management were to take note: 

 Make is absolutely illegal for political parties to influence the university student politics, not just 

mere proclamation but put up a policy against the practice with sanctions that should include 

suspending or disqualifying candidates involved. It’s a shame the dirt of the national politics 

should be replayed in an academic sanctuary 

 The rallies should be banned or the chaotic content heavily censored. More debates between 

candidates with attending students being given tickets in a reclusive venue should be more 

preferred.  

 The absurd “culture” practice should be banned for good. This is not only shameful but a terrible 

extortion practice that represents the worst of our sick society and its “Something-for-

something” life. This is the first phase on national rooting and corruption. It’s no different from 

poor rural voters in Kiboga begging candidates for money 

 The university should use technology to organise the elections. The ICT College should come in 

handy here in form of suggestions. Candidates should embrace social media that is popular with 

their constituents like twitter and facebook plus a host of blogs. 

 The EC should be given enough funds and given more powers to reign in candidates who fuel or 

condone the absurdities highlighted in this report 
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 The EC should prepare and submit a comprehensive report (not just financial) of the whole 

campaign to the Dean of students such that some silly and absurd practise have no chance of 

being repeated in a subsequent election 

 It should be a shame that the highest of echelon of learning in the country should still be marred 

with tribalistic tendencies. The university management should do something about this, by 

sensitization and advocacy. A social ill like this thriving at an institution of higher learning is a 

dangerous thing for the country. These young people come from all corners of the country from 

Koboko to Kisoro and one of the reasons of their schooling is that after their courses they are 

presumed to be better citizens who go back into the society to teach their kin progressive and 

tolerable views of unity in development. If they can finish Makerere with worse tribal attitudes, 

these can be dangerous human beings in the future because in case of (God forbid) nepotism-

linked insurrections, then these graduates deploy the skills they got to do the unthinkable. 

 Lastly bust actually most importantly, I will reiterate my eelier point that the university must 

seriously work on the quality of her students and resultantly, her graduates. It’s shameful that 

we should continue to churn out half baked graduates who can barely write or speak English. 

Students shouldn’t have it easy to proceed to another year. Time at makerere should never be a 

sabbatical for lazy students. They must be worked hard so that they EARN rather than be 

awarded their degrees. 

 

I have done all this as a proud but concerned alumnus of Africa’s sole Harvard, and of course 

FOR GOD AND MY COUNTRY 

 

Bernard Sabiti 

Kampala, June 2011 

 

Bernard Sabiti is also the author of “Look after me: The absurdity of Uganda’s bribery politics. 

Experiences from a rural constituency” 

 


